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We made it!!
Hawks invited to play
in Vanier Cup game
By Bruce Stewart
The sign says "We Want that bowl game," and that's
just what we got! Last Saturday the Golden Hawks
smeared RMC Redmen 41-0, enabling them to finish
the season undefeated and at the top of their league.
Now that they've come this far let's not let the team
down. Support the Hawk's Saturday, November 19th,
at Varsity Stadium in Toronto!
We made it! At 11 a.m. on
Tuesday, November 8, the Wa-
terloo Lutheran University Gold-
en Hawks received an official in-
vitation to the Canadian College
Bowl. Coach Knight's reaction,
"We're happy to be selected."
nel in the conference and are by
far the most competent individ-
uals to be entrusted with this de-
cision.
The objectives of the College
Bowl, to raise money for the
"Save the Children Fund" and to
promote interest in college foot-
ball, must be kept in sight at aJI
times.
Teams in all four conferences
are eligible for selection and all
conferences are considered of
equal strength. Since, only two
teams can be chosen, the empha-
sis is placed on overall team
records and some of the extenu-
ating circumstances.
In the OIFC, WLU took first
place with an undefeated season.
Besides this, they toppled Al-
berta, the best in the west, and
eliminated the Western Confer-
ence. In league play, they beat
McMaster and the Marauders
just about knocked off Toronto.
The Golden Hawks had top
notch credentials.
This Saturday's winner, • be-
This has to be the understate-
ment of the year. The rest of us
were ecstatic. But the biggest
shock came with the announce-
ment that neither Toronto nor
Queen's University in Kingston
had received an invitation. How
could this be? Wasn't the Big
Four the best in Canada? Would
the exclusion of Toronto make a
mockery of the Vanier Cup?
Coach Knight and Bill Roddo,
public relations director for the
Bowl Game, held an official press
conference Wednesday morning
to present the facts about selec-
tions of the teams.
The selection committee is
made up of the Athletic Direc-
tors drawn from their respective
leagues. These men know the
calibre and ability of the person-
tvveen St. Francis Xaviwr Uni-
versity and St. Mary's Univers-
ity in Halifax, will be undefeated
in league play. A berth in this
bowl game would increase Mari-
time interest in the College Bowl
and college football.
Highly favoured Toror»o wiil
be missing Bryce Taylor ;n their
Saturday game with Uueen's
University. He is out with a co»-
-cussion and a pulled hamstriryj
muscle. This injury, coupled wita
Varsity's poor showing against
Western, put them out of conten-
tion. >
All aspects considered, the
Hawks still come up on top in
the polling.
The Hawks a<nd the winner of
the Eastern Bluenose Confer-
ence game come together on
Saturday, November 19 at Var-
sity 9tadium in Toronto. The
Vanier Cup, symbolic of the
number one football team in Ca~
nada, goes to the victor.
In the words of Coach Knight,
"We'll be happy to be there."
Photo by Moore
270 WUC students
have 'bloody good time'
By Donna-Mac Storm
On Tuesday, November TJ, a
Blood Bank Clinic was held in
the Recreation Room of the
Womens Residence.
. The goal of the day had been
set at 300 pints but ait 8:30 p.m.,
the closing of the clinic, the
clinic, the total was only 270
pints. Mrs. Jantzi of the Volun-
tee Red Cross in Waterloo said
that this total is better than pre-
vious years but they would still
like to make the 300 quota.
There was a steady flow of
donors but few persons living
off-campus knew about the
clinic. It was felt that more ad-
vertising would bring a greater
turn-out for the next clinic,
February 9.
At the door of the clinic each
donor was asked to drink a glass
of fruit juice. If it was his first
contribution, a registration card
was filled out and then handed
to one of the volunteer typists.
Mrs. Rogers of the Volunteer
Red Cross is in charge of this
department. A technician, solely
employed by the Red Cross Cen-
ter in Hamilton determined
blood counts and blood types.
Although blood is always
needed by the hospitals for
transfusions or blood products,
not everyone is accepted. The
age range is from 18 to 65. No
one under 100 pounds in weight
is admitted. Also, persons hav-
ing a record of malaria, yellow
jaundice, diabetes, cancer,
berculosis, epilepsy are turned
down. A donor with a haemo-
globin count of under 85 is re-
jected. Thus many more than
270 students showed up anxious
to give.
The blood donation itself takes
but three or four minutes. Regis-
tered nurses employed solely by
the Red Cross administered the
needles. Plastic bags, in use
since July, have taken over the
old glass bottle. On hand were
cheerful volunteer nurses who
watched to see that everything
ran smoothly. A sample of each
donor's blood from the tubing
is given to the technicians. Ail
samples are tested at the Hamil-
ton Center and with the detec-
tion of any disease, your doctor
is notified.
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PA approved
The proposed public address
system has received official ap-
proval from the administrative
powers-that-be.
Dennis Pettit, chairman of the
Student Union Board of Gover-
nors, said that both the architect
and the Board of Governors of
WLU have agreed to the plan
and work on installing the sys-
tem will be started immediately.
Mr. Pettit said that the system
is being jointly financed by
SUBOG and the Student Council.
Speakers wil be situated in the
Torque Room, Dining Hall and
SUB Recreation Room. The
speakers will be independent so
that announcements can be
made to each room separately.
Announcement will be screened
and controlled by the chairman
of SUBOG and will be confined
to two short periods a day.
The system is also designed
to carry music as well as an-
nouncements.
MISS WATERLOO LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY
Miss Gwen Mitges of Owen
Sound was crowned Miss Water-
loo Lutheran University, Satur-
day evening at the formal dance
to end Homecoming 1966.
Gwen is a twenty year old
Sophomore in Psychology and
Sociology.
She was crowned by last year's
Campus Queen, Miss Daina
Upeslacis.
Miss Chris Villanyi of Toronto
and Miss Lynne Schendel of Wa-
terloo were selected to be prin-
cesses by the judges and through
a campus-wide student poll.
Dr. W. J. Villaume, president
of Waterloo Lutheran University
presented a charm bracelet to
the new queen on behalf of the
school. The Homecoming Com-
mittee gave a golden necklace
to complement the ensemble.
Other gifts include $50 from
Women's Residence and $15 from
Women's Undergraduate Associ-
ation to pay for a new ward-
robe.
The Alumni Association pre-
sented an engraved photo album
and Students' Council completed
the set with a Polaroid Swinger
Camera.
Gwen will be Waterloo Luth-
eran's representative in the Miss
* Canadian University Snow QueenPageant held at Winter Carnival
in January, 1967.
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Hector Stewart
appointed
defense counsel
Hector Stewart, a psychology
major, has been appointed De-
fence Attorney to the Judicial
Committee.
Mr. Stewart will defend ac-
cused students appearing before
the Committee, if they request
legal aid. Students will have the
option of defending themselves
or using the services of the de-
fence attorney.
This is similar to the system
that will be used in all provin-
cial courts in Ontario as of Jan-
uary 1, 1967, when a legal aid
program comes into effect. After
that date, there will be a lawyer
at every session of every court
who can advise the defendent,
procure an adjournment, or ob-
tain bail if necessary. This
lawyer, however, does not act as
defence attorney for the accus-
ed; he merely advises when re-
quested.
Mr. Stewart, who has had
experience as a clerk in a law
office, and plans a law career,
has some advice for students. He
says that the most important
thing is to keep silent and re-
quest legal , aid. An individual
cannot be forced to testify
against himself, but many per-
sons do so unconsciously by say-
ing too much when being ques-
tioned. A lawyer, on the other
hand, can tell the accused what
to say, when to say it, and when
to say nothing.
The Judical Committee will
be handling campus offences pri-
marily. It has the right to levy
fines, put convicted persons on
probation, and recommend sus-
pension.
Cases that involve the police
will not be handled by the Judi-
cial Committee, as a rule.
(Continued on page 5)
WHAT A HULL OF A WAY TO GO! They kept
telling us to go Hull and we finally did. These hag-
gard newspaper editors gathered at Carleton Uni-
versity last weekend for the improvement and bet-
terment of their papers. At least that's what they
say! The gentleman on the right eagerly writing
down all the pearls of wisdom dropped during this
session (and drinking some along the way) is the
Great Pumpkin of the Gazette, editor-in-chief, Jim
Schaefer .... From what we heard all his women
editors vie for the honour of sleeping with the Mas-
ter. To his right is Jim Nagel, the proud editor of
the Chevron, the new vehicle down the road, and
Grant Gordon, mild-mannered news editor of that
paper (when he changes into his Superman costume,
he becomes the ferocious hell-raiser of their campus.
Lately, though his beard has been getting stuck in
the doors of those telephone booths.) And across from
them all, the Lois Lane of our time, Linda McKenzie
the CORD rep. That wistful look on her face comes
from sleeping for an hour-and-a-half on the cold
floor of the Master's room instead of in the warm bed
beside him.
Photo by Harris of Ottawa
Soviet reporter accuses West of yellow journalism
M. Mikhailov, a Soviet news
Journalist addressing the reg-
ional conference of Canadian
University Press, last weekend
irt Ottawa condemned Canadian
and U.S. papers for putting Sov-
ie* speakers in a bad light.Mr. Mikhailov, a reporter for
Tass, the official Soviet New*
Agency, said Western newspap-
ers had deliberately sabotaged
attempts by many Russian
speakers, especially Andrei Gro-
myko, chief Russian delegate t©
the United Nations, to make
the Russian viewpoint truthfully
expressed.
He addressed the college news-
paper delegates gathered from
across Ontario and laughingly
called college newspaper work
"moonlighting."
Mr. Mikhailov put heavy em-
phasis on comradeship and the
ties which bind all journalists.
He called for a personal com-
mitment on their behalf to pre-
sent people with all the facts,
'Continued on vage 4)
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BERKLEY TAVERN
SMORGASBORD
1405 King E. - Kitchener
Noon $2.00
Evening $3.00
Weekend (noon) 2.25
After The Show $1.25
Licenced Under L.C.8.0.
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STUDENTS 10%DISCOUNT
For girls
with
engaging
ideas.
Model No. TR123150 $150.00
from the
'-Diamond Treasure" Collection
Come in and see our engag-
ing fashions. Styles as modern
as tomorrow.
created by
COLUMBIA
Diamond Ring*
others from $100. to $10,000. ait . . . .
CREDIT JEWELLERS LTD.
151 KING ST. WEST PHONE: 744-4444
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDENTS SHOWING
WLU IDENTIFICATION CARD
Stores in Guelph, Brantford, Gait and St. Catharines
PETER BATSON
2nd Year Business Administration
your FORBES MOTORS
f| * representative on Campus
j f°rHi llfm Pontiac - Beaumont - Buick
Wk H I & Goodwill Used Cars
Bus: 742-4463 Res: 744-7297
Have you considered
the opportunities of a career
with The Mutual Life?
Why not obtain a copy of our Career Oppor-
tunities booklet from your Placement Office. It
describes the many rewarding positions avail-
able this year.
We would be pleased to discuss these careers
with you on
Monday, November 14th
when a personnel representative will be visiting
your campus. Please contact your Student
Placement Officer for an interview. ;
[jy/[] The Mutual Life
I ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA
HEAD OFFICE; WATERLOO, ONTARIO/ESTABLISHES 1869
SMALL THINGS AMUSE SMALL MINDS . . .
there seems to be a lull in the proceedings at
the mock session of parliament held Tuesday
and Wednesday in the T-A. However, there is
Photo by Vair
a gentleman in the background attempting to
make some sort of point. Even his own party
members look bored with his rhetoric. Beware,
honourable member from Costa — the bour-
geois censor is at work!
Three bills passed out...
Model Parliament bogs down
by Deryk Tilden
The 1956 Model Parliament
failed to produce aay significant
legislation.
AH party leaders felt that this
had been the most successful
and responsible session in WLU
history. They bragged they had
passed three bills and had con-
ducted the session in an ex-
tremely responsible manner.
They also heralded 1966 as the
first year in which the govern-
ment was not defeated.
Last year's session also pass-
ed three items of legislation and
the opposition was much more
formidable. It was inevitable that
this government should fall,
simply through its being so out-
numbered.
The 1966 session began on a
point of unanimous agreement.
Both opposition parties agreed
with Prime Minister Pope's nom-
ination of Wallace Nesbitt (M. P.
Oxford) as Speaker of the House.
The throne speech was read and
then the bills to be brought in
were announced. A question
period followed until the 4 o'clock
recess.
Tuesday night saw the defeat
of the first non-confidence mo-
tion over the throne speech. The
government bill on Northern Af-
fairs was given its first reading.
This bill, watered down by a
Liberal amendment, was given
its final reading on Wednesday
and subsequently passed into
law. A Liberal bill aimed at
amended the Canada Elec-
tiosns Act was proposed by John
Varley. This item was passed
intact. A Conservative bill on
Education also survived its de-
bate and became law.
A third government bill of
reform was withdrawn due to the
time element.
During the evening, a motion
by opposition leader Jim Reid
to congratulate Gwen Mitges, the
Campus Queen, and the WLU
Golden Hawks football team was
unanimously accepted by the
House.
But three bills passed does not
make a successful session. None
of them will ever likely be heard
of in Ottawa. The only ones who
could ever benefit from this ex-
ercise in democracy were the
participants. For the most part,
they wasted this opportunity.
The party leaders lauded their
"responsible conduct". Then why
did Mr. Nesbitt describe chair-
ing the first sitting as being
"more strenuous than anything
I have been called to do in Ot-
tawa?" Why was the question
period just a chance for the op-
position parties to catch the gov-
ernment "with 'their pants down"
on matters of federal policy?
Why did four of his ministers
have to talk Mr. Pope out of
resigning as P.M. during the
Northern Affairs debate?
Attention to formalities seem-
ed to be of more importance
than legislation. Innumerable
questions on points of order con-
sistently interrupted the debates.
At one point a lengthy discus-
sion erupted over the mention-
ing of party names in the House.
One vote was nearly repeated-
because the Sergeant at Arms
neglected to place the Mace on
the floor. And then a bill was
shelved for lack of time.
The speeches on the floor were
inaudible to the few spectators
in the gallery. The only time
the audience had a chance to
get any idea of what was oc-
curing was on Wednesday night
when some were drafted into the
session to fill seats vacated by
deserting party members.
Messrs. Pope, Reid and Costa
and their respective parties may
be congratulated on the legisla-
tion which was passed. In many
repects, though, the session
showed great failings. Model
Parliament could be greatly im-
proved if more relevant legisla-
ture was considered, if members
exhibited more restrained be-
haviour, and if individual opinion
rather than the "party dictate"
prevailed.
Lawyer appointed
to WLU senate
George S. P. Ferguson, forty-
three year old Toronto lawyer,
has been appointed member-at-
large of the Senate of WLU.
Mr. Ferguson, a graduate of
University of Toronto and Os-
goode Hall, was called to the
Ontario Bar in 1948 and appoint-
ed Queen's Counsel in 1059.
The Senate deals with all poli-
cies governing the academic
position of the school. The
Senate is composed of members
of the Board of Governors heads
of all departments, memb< rs-at-
large elected by the board of
Governors and representatives
of the Alumni Association?,
County amd Municipal Councils,
and local High Schools.
The appointment of Mr. Fetv
guson brings the number of
members-at-large to five.
CUSO recruiter
to speak at WUC
Jon Church, assistant secretary
of Canadian. Union of Students
Overseas, will be speaking at an
open meting for all students in
the dining hall mezzanine this
Monday ait 5:30 p.m.
Mr. Ohuroh and his wife have
served one year in India and two
years in Ghana, the final year
as team co - ordinators. Mr.
Church will be showing a film,
"You Don't Back Down," which
shows the experiences of two
CUSO volunteers in Algeria.
This year there are about 300
volunteers serving in various
posts in Asia, Africa, the
Caribbean and Latin America.
Next year CUSO aims to have
1,000 volunteers in the field.
Volunteers are ohosen from
many different backgrounds and
placed overseas for a period of
two years.
Lynn Taylor, a student in the
Graduate School of Social Work,
has just returned from a two-
year stay in Ghana. She says
that Bhe national office in Ot-
tawa considers WLU "one of
their depressed areas."
Dave Henry is the only student
from this university to have
served in CUSO. Miss Taylor
said that stie hoped this visit
from Mr. Ohuroh would help to
generate more interest on cam-
pus for this organization.
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HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY
and
HENRY MORGAN & CO. LTD.
will have a representative on campus to discuss
management career opportunities in retail mer-
chandising on
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
NOVEMBER 23rd & 24th
Male graduates in Arts and Commerce are pre-
ferred.
Please see your Student Placement Office to
make an appointment for an interview.
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THE BOOK NOOK
38 King Street South
Waterloo 745-2941
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to bring the happenings of the
world to them in an easily un-
derstood way.
Most Soviet journalists receive
prior training in law or engineer-
ing and only about 40% are grad-
uates from the many schools of
journalism throughout Russia.
The speaker observed there is'
general incredulity and mistrust
toward the journalist. He stated
more objective reporting and
fewer attempts to defame Soviet
press would combat this viciouj
trend.
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Could this be the
start of something new?
Congratulations are in order for the National CUS
Committee. They finally saw the light and launched a
full scale program to revise policy.
A statement which was made public a week or
two ago, made the assertion that the executive now
realizes that the individual CUS organization at the
campus level is by far the most important part of the
set-up. An effort is also to be made to review the posi-
tion of the organization as regards its much criticized
stands on international issues. It is also to be hoped that
the people involved will see the hypocrisy in their spon-
soring of the solicitations of a commercial life insur-
ance company.
Meanwhile, Students' Council has given the local
CUS Committee a month to promote its image on camp-
us, and to re-evaluate its position. Previous to this
decision council voted on a motion to submit the ques-
tion of continuing CUS membership to a student vote.
This motion was defeated when the chairman broke a
tie vote.
Despite this apparent severe censure by council,
CUS on campus has obviously failed to pull up its
socks. As you will see in Letters to the Editor, there was
a regional meeting of CUS last weekend in the Twin
Cities, but only one person from the committee was able
to find time to attend a significant part of the sessions,
and no one was there for the full conference. No more
need be said. Homecoming is a pretty weak excuse
when you consider that the CORD was able,to send nine
people to Ottawa to the CUP Conference, running over
the same weekend.
It is time that the students made known the full
impact of their wishes about CUS and its future, both
here on campus and at the national level. Even if the
students were to decide to retain CUS membership it
may well be necessary to replace the local CUS execu-
tive with people who can be counted upon to act ef-
fectively. In any event, the CORD calls upon Students''
Council to take extreme measures in the light of the
situation. If Council refuses to do this then the CORD
will give complete support to an effort by the students
to deal with the matter directly.
CUS and Alberta
A presidential View
by DOUG WARD(Reprinted from Gateway
If our disagreement is over
the fundamentals, then Alberta >s
(vise to question its involvement
with fellow student associations
In a national organization. The
matter bears much debate — and
the vote of the students. If how-
ever, the disagreement is about
the specifis points raised by the
Alberta council so far, then I
would very seriously ask you to
consider the following.
* Overextension. There is nodoubt that this has become a
CUS problem. But I have asked
for a mandate for the union to
"pull in its horns" and stop try-
ing to write a brief for the sake
of verbosity to every Royal Com-
mission and Court of Inquiry that
comes along. This is not the fun-
ction of a small national secret-
ariat. This year we intend to
have this union focus on the
small problems of and challenges
to the Canadian student where he
is, and from there to develop the
logical extension of his problems
and responsibilities.
* Poor Communications. Againthis problem has plagued CUS
just as is has plagued every nat-
ional organization in Canada -j-
every student council. This year,
for the first time we have hired
a full time Associate Secretary
[or Communications who is work-
ing on ways and means of reach-
ing the student, and of making
sure his ideas get discussed and
acted upon. A national newsletter;
is being initiated, with a much
wider circulation and livelier
style than previous attempts, to
help to overcome geography, if
nothing else. In addition, plans
are going ahead for a 1967 nat-
ional student newspaper which
will be editorially independent oi
CUS but which will be able to
keep all students well informed
about the national student scene.
* CUS is too sophisticated for theaverage student. The Congress
passed greatly increased travel
budgets for all CUS program
staff to enable everyone in the
Secretariat to get out in the
field and find out what the stud-
ents are thinking, and to help
build programs relevant to these
concerns. Our only problem will
be finding that elusive, "aver-
age" student. But it is a begin-
ning to closing the gap between
the student and his union.
* Not all Canadian students arein CUS. It should not be a mam-
moth aggregation of purposeless
people, but a task force of stud-
ent associations which have made
clear some common and basic
areas where work is needed. Two
of the universities which with-
drew this year did so in order
to join UGEQ — which is con-sidered more activistic than
CUS!
* National Office cannot speakfor Canadian students since it
doesn't at any given time know
their thoughts on a particular
issue. This is the eternal problem
of an organization trying to seek
modern forms of democratic ex-
pression, and even the Alberta
student council, judging by the
results of the poll on the with-
drawal, has yet to solve it. At
present the CUS Board of Dir-
ectors is conducting a study of 'CUS structure and membershipswhich may shed some light on
possible solutions to the prob«
lem. We need the constant vig-
ilance of an involved member-
ship — and this has been one of
the strongest contributions of
Edmonton's campus in recent
years.
In essence the central issue is
one of involvement. If Alberta
had withdrawn from the union
because the organization itself
is feeble or irrelevant, then all of
us should send our congratulat-
ions and follow suit. But we are
led to believe that the council
withdrew because of CUS's deep-
ening concern for educational
and social issues.
LETTERS to EDITOR
FOOD FOR HEROES
Anyone who has entered the
Torque room with his eyes open
should know by now that we
have a definite problem. I won-
der when the majority of the
students here were given the
responsibility of supporting the
few who will not do so them-
selves. I refer, of course, to those
thieves who insist on stealing
food and milk from the Torque
Room. Our money is paying in
part for this loss. If the admin-
istration ever does anything to
stop this constant theft it won't
be hard to guess who will be
a little hungrier. Everyone knows
them now. Remember that they
are stealing from you and me. If
this is the price we must pay
to keep certain campus "her-
oes", I suggest we find a better
investment possibility, for we
have certainly seen what this
one is worth.
Paul Misener
(Hons. Phil. H)
CUS CONDEMNED
It has come to our attention
that at last week's Regional
CUS conference held at the Wal-
per House in Kitchener, no del-
egate from WUS was . present.
This conference was a vital one
in that one of the chief topics to
be discussed was that of Pro-
vincial grants to church affiliat-
ed Universities. Does this not
concern us to a considerable ex-
tent? Obviously it does not in
the eyes of the CUS committee,
as they did not even bother to
go. although the meeting was
held in the twin cities and other
university delgates had to trav-
el numerous miles to attend.
This irresponsibility on the
part of our CUS representatives
is inexcusable, especially in the
light of recent debates concern-
ing the advisability of remain-
ing with CUS, when so many
other universities are dropping
out.
It seems to many students
that we are not getting our
moneys worth out of CUS and
we don't,see how we ever will
il this attitude of our CUS re;
presentatives persists.
Wendy Bridger, John Morris,
Alan Farber, Avrom Brown,
Gary Hauser, R. Jones, Gwen
Mitgess. Pat O'Neill, Nancy Ran-
dall, G. Grant, lan Baker, Eve-
lyn Hoist, Paul Sandusky, Kathy
Ast, Tony Arbuckle, Bill Harri-
son, Janet Grigg, Mike Jones,
Allan O'Neill, Dave B. Lamb,
Paul Cameron, Bob Johnson,
John R. Nephue, Margie Burn,
Jane Richardson, Lynne Harris.
Barb Lindsey, Bill Shorney, Da-
vid Cox, Charlotte Neff, Donna
Farndale, Marita Acker, Bob
Page, John Homey, Carole Kef-
fer, Wendy Brain, Don Moore.
CUS CONFLICTS?
On talking to delegates to the
Ontario Region of the Canadian
Union of Students conference,
held in Waterloo this past week-
end, I was amazed and disap-
pointed (as they were) to learn
that not a single representative
from our university appeared for
a session.
One of the topics that was dis-
cussed was their stand on pro-
vincial aid to the church affil-
iated universities. I think it is
obvious that this topic is espe-
cially pertinent to our univers-
ity. It is unfortunate that at a
time when our student council
is debating the merits of CUS,
we did not send a representative
to the ORCUS convention to find
out what the union stands for
and also to inform a number of
our student body about the oper-
ation of the ORCUS.
I have helped to elect a stu-
dent government that has not. I
feel, made no attempt to repre--*
sent my interests. I realize there
was a conflict with Homecom-
ing this weekend, but surely
various students have been avail-
able at some time from 9 a.m«
on Friday morning until 2 p.m.;
on Sunday afternoon. CUS came-
as far as Waterloo—why can our
students not go as 'far ,as the
Walper (sic) Hotel and the Uni-
versity of Waterloo to partici-
pate?
Yours truly,
Ellen Reimers."
CONDEMNED CUS
CRIES OUT
It has been brought to the at°
tention of the CUS committee
that certain observant student' "
on campus are aware of our ab-
senteeism from the ORCUS con-
vention this past weekend. The
committee's lack of particiipac
tion was due to unavoidable cir-
cumstances. However, we in no
way intend to minimize our'
shortcoming in this respect and
appreciate the fact that student
interest concerning CUS is not
at the low ebb it so often ap-
pears to be. This interest is what
we have been trying to
through posters, open committee
meetings and circulative infor-
mation. You have registered a
complaint against us and we ac-
cept it. In return we ask this of
you. Why sit back and merely
critize CUS? Instead, show »
constructive interest in the or-
ganization. If you disagree with
our programs and policies, come
out to our meeting, tell us about
your ideas, share your sugges-
tions for a better organization
with us. Anyone can sit back ana*
sling mud. But how far does that
get either of us? . . . see you at
the next CUS meeting, Monday
Nov. 14th at 7:15 p.m. The meet*
ing room will be posted on the
bulletin board.
CUS Committee •'
(Continued from Page 2)
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After the donation, good-
natured registered nurses from
the Waterloo area saw that
everyone,rested for ten minutes
after the contribution. Smoking
is prohibited for one hour as
carbon monoxide from combus-
tion breaks down more red blood
cells.
' After the nurses were satisfiedthat you could leave, liquid re-freshments and doughnuts were
served.
Donations are always sorely
needed. Thus all students are re-
minded of the next clinic, Feb-
ruary 9; may it be an even
greater success.
UBI
Christmas early at WLU!
by J. D. Kwekkeboom
An oppressive heat hung over
the cosmopolis. A stream of
perspiration rolled down Zeb's
nose. Utodo's bubble had burst
and their heart extractor oper-
ator had gone on strike again.
Zeb ploughed through the dic-
to-history text, fingering the
pages in Bond-like fashion.
". . . . Wanderers, Wagonere,
Walker's Waterford . . .
ah ha, Waterloo city of;
Waterloo Lutheran University.''
He positioned his solar ray -c - lite and carefully fed the
pertinent pages into the mach-
ine, taking great care not to
leave his prints on the origin-
als-
"What a story! The group will
really dig me tonight. At last
I'll steal Virginia from Zirus!"
Such thoughts skipped through
his mind.
*He strolled past the librarian
onto the conveyer belt (At least
the 'Hardly Carpet Operators'
were still functional.) A mas-
sive stick of deodorant licked
his body clean as he entered
the street.
As he sped home safely of the
•Metro', he photographed the
newly Xeroxed copy in his mind.
Utodo was famous for its his-
torical scholars. "Yes, Virginia
would be his tonight," he
thought.
Dusk fell over the bubble. A
purr crept into the night air.
The strike was over! The heat-
extractor was repaired! Utopian
bliss was once again restored
Zeb's cosmorpment was a typ-
ical example of Utodo architec-
ture. It was one square room
Three walls stood naked in quiet
red and purple hues. The fourth
side, except for a wall to ceiling
strip on each end, housed a mas-
ter picture window. Framed
functioneer loan applications
decorated the one strip, while
a single ten by twelve picture of
necleur holucaust hung conspic-
uously on the other strip.
Zeb began his discourse. "Five
thousand years ago, when chaos
and pollution ran rampant in
■ the western galaxy, there ex-
isted a unique microism on the
planet Earth."
"Where's Earth, Zeb?"
"Between heaven and hell, my
dear." he chuckled.
"Oh Zeb, you're so funny,'
giggled Virginia.
"It was called Waterloo. With-
in the town there existed two
establishments of higher learn-
ing. There was the provincially
aided U. of W. and the inde-
pendet provincially unassisted
Waterloo Lutheran University."
"Zeb, what's provincial?"
"I'll come to that shortly, Vir-
us. First, I'd like to clue you in
on the history of the latter end
of the period. The functioneers
of this establishments were sort-
ed into various peculiar categor-
ies. Some were frosh and soph,
others juniors and seniors. The
whole group were called LU-
LU'S!!"
"Zeb, you're too funny." The
room echoed with laughter.
They realized and appreciated
Zeb's humour.
"Thanks group. They also
practiced the oldest habits and
it seems that they were always
confronted with petty rivalries
and used the weirdest cliches,
such as 'String up that Chicken
Hawk' or 'Kill the Plumber' or
'up your nose with a rubber
hose'!!"
"Such vulgarities!!" carolled
the group.
"But the university was very
much like our own. They had
suffered long and struggled vi-
gorously to survive. Through
proper guidance and careful ad-
ministration practices. after
daikeras, they finally became in-
dependent.
"Hooray for the LULU'S!!"
cheered the ecstatic listeners.
"Yes, I know a tear would
come to your eye if it wasn't
for this coat of D.O. They had
reared up and stood alone in
their province — that's like a
cosmic county, Virus. But they
had their share of problems.
They grew in leaps and bounds.
Space hampered their grown,
then money. The provincial edu-
cation minister's nearsighted-
ness left LULU out in the cold.
He wouldn't give them a sou!!"
"How did they survive, Zeb?"
"Good question, Zen. At this
time, there existed another edu-
cation minister at the national
level — that's like our global
council — with a prime minister
at the head. They called him
Lester Pearson."
"Did. he help the LULU'S,
Zeb?"
"Yes. at first, Virginia. This
Lester chap knew one of LU-
LU's senators personally. In fac-
to, they seemed to be quite good
friends. One day, however, the
senator beat Lester in a friend-
ly game of tiddly-winks. Well,
this Lester fellow become fur-
ious." He paused to sip his
brandy.
"Go on," the listeners encour-
aged.
"Well, the dicto-history text
explained that this Lester chap
was becoming old and senile
like the other leaders of the day
and began to picture himself as
Santa Claus."
"Who?" the group question-
ed.
"Santa Claus. You know the
ho, ho, jolly chap from your
Playboy Romantic Literature
Period." A chuckle ran through
the group as they recalled the
character.
"Anyway, Mr. National Big-
shot thought how nice a present
it would make for the provincial
education minister that Christ-
mas so he cut off LULU's aid
and gave it to the province."
"Boo! Hiss! String him up the
back!" roared the group in dis-
gust. Zeb finally calmed them
down.
"What happened to the LU-
LU's, eb?"
"Yeh, Zeb, tell us!!" and they
grew hysterical again.
"Zirus!" shouted Zeb. Silence
filled the room. "I'll loan you
my ray-o-lite and you can re-
search the topic in the all-nite
'Shantztone Library. You can re-
port to us-tomorrow night."
"But what about Virginia?
Who'll . . . ."
"Don't worry, Zi. Zeb is here,
have no fear"
"Hooray, Zeb! Hooray, Zirus!'
The shouting grew faint as
Zeb and Virginia sped along the
cosparpment corridor on the
ultra-sonic conveyor They left
the building, not before a lick
of the stick though, and ascend-
ed towards wedoto where Vir-
ginia lived. A rainbow of stars
could be seen through the bub-
ble.
Virginia took Zeb's hand,
then broke the silence.
"Zeb."
"Yes 1, Virg"
"Was there really a Santa
Claus ever?"
"Yes, Virginia, there was."
He rolled over and kissed her.
The conveyor crawled to a
stop.
$ BUSINESS CENTS
by Peter, Paul and Brian
Business Innovations: Change In Management
Today, changes are taking
place in an attempt to keep up
with automation, competition and
inflation. The large companies
have taken new stands on the
old questions of management,
marketing and production. The
presidents of today's business
must be competent in both the
managerial and acedemic fields.
This ofter necessitates a change
in management.
Imperial Chemical Industries is
the largest industrial company in
Britain. Five years ago it was in
financial difficulty, but has been
revitalized through management
and production innovations. The
basic problem in 1960 was the
stiff competition with European
and American companies. Costs
of production were high while
sales and profits were decreas-
ing.
At this point, Sir Paul Chamb-
erlain became chairman of 1.C.1.
He was a man with both scholar-
ly learning and managerial
prowess. He was drawn from out-
side the business rather than be-
ing one of the old type who work-
ed their way up through the
business. He began the product-
ion switch-over to a petro-chem-
ical base from the increasingly
expensive, hard to mine coal
base. He invaded the European
market by building plants on the
mainland and putting into effect
"the economy of mass product-
ion." Millions of dollars were in-
vested abroad in the industries
which supplied 1.C.1, with mater-
ials. This would help insure low
production costs. These changes
put 1.C.1, ahead of her closest
competitor — Dupont Limited. By
1965 the sales had doubled and
are expected to double again by
1970.
The market showed its faith in
the new management recently
when 1.C.1, called for 118 million
dollars from the market. The $
per cent loan stock was over-
subscribed 36 times. Before the
stock had been allocated, invest-
ors had earned $15 on a $300 in-
vestment.
In recent years, many compan-
ies including 1.8.M. and 1.C.1,
have introduced such innovations
in their management programs.
Both academic ability and man-
agerial skills are necosary for
successful management.
Bloody cont'd
(Continued from Page 1)
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December
Events Calendar
Dates for all December
events must he submitted to
Jenny Macklin —SUBOG
hy
November 21
Applications are now being accepted for
1967 HOMECOMING CHAIRMAN
and
ASSISTANT CHAIRMAN
Apply in writing and place application in
HOMECOMING MAILBOX
S. U. B. J
SKI SHOW
MOVIES - FASHIONS - EQUIPMENT
DEMONSTRATIONS - SPEAKERS
Wednesday, November 23 IEI
8:00 P.M.
Adults — 50c
Students — 25c
Ski Club Members — Zip
THE
1967
WUS
international
seminar
will
be
in
v.
Hg|gA CANADA
THE REQUIREMENTS
1 Applicants must be Canadian citizens by birth or
naturalization or be permanently resident in Canada.
2. Applicants rmis, ' olstudy in a rcognized university or college, or i--in gi act-
uates who are returning to the same university for at least
another year of study.
3 Applicants must be willing to communicate their
experiences on their return and be willing to participate
actively in the work of WUS on their campus.
4. Students will be required to engage in intellectual
work of an arduous and exacting nature. The Seminar is
under no obligation to retain students who do not partici-
pate fully in the prograimme.
5. Applicants must be in good health.
Application Forms available
from your local
WUS Chairman
or submit
name and phone number
to W.U.S. -- 5.U.8.0:G:
Culture In Review
Draughtmanship in art
by GWEN DAVIES
It is the oldest, not the new-
est form of art. It is represent-
ation by delineation, and it be-
gan in the "finger-marks swirl-
ed on the slimy walls of such
southern European caves as
Perche-Merle", according to
U. of W. Art Director Nancy-
Lou Patterson.
Until November 20 the U. of
W. is displaying the works of
six individualistic artists: Erie
Aldwinkle, Alan Collier, Ken
Danby, Eric Freisfeld, Robert
Markle, and Fenwick Lans-
downe. The display is designed
to give the viewer an idea of
the great variety of art in the
field of draughtmanship.
Eric Aldwinkle's pictures in-
hide works on Northern Ontar-
io, and some very thought-pro-
voking pictures such as his huge
Memorial. His works are also
extensive colour studies. Mr.
Collier's pictures centre around
Western Canada, B.C. His pic-
tures portray towns, totem-poles,
harbours; an interesting inter-
pretation of life on that side of
our country.
Mr. Ken Danby's black and
white pictures suggest an un-
mistakable desolution in his in-
triguing display. Eric Freifeld
exhibits a very unusual use of
colour in his portraits, essen-
tially with shades of pink and
blue. He also has two other
drawings on display, Sand
Drawing and The Mill.
Robert Markle strives for mo-
tion in his falling figures, done
in black and white, and all of
his pictures are marked with
an orginality of approach. Fen;
wick Lansdowne has on display
a series of sketches and colour
drawings of birds done with A
great exactness of both colour
and line.
For those desiring a more full
explanation of the art of
draughtmanship, Nancy-Lou Pat-
terson has prepared an interest-
ing folder which is available at
the Theatre of Arts, U. of W.
to extend this interesting and
unusual study of art.
These boots are made for walking?
Intimate Theatre
Intimate Theatre can be call-
ed a reaction — a revolutionaryresponse to the form of mass
theatre which is exemplified in
such grandiose projects as the
O'Keefe Centre in Toronto. By
limiting seating space to about
300 people or less, it seeks to
establish personal contact and a
certain intimacy between the
players and the audience which
is lost in the vastness of the
O'Keefe Centre. It strives to in-
volve the onlooker in the con-
flict and action on the stage.
Toronto now has several'of these
intimate theatres of which the
Colonnade Theatre and the
Central Library Theatre are pos-
sibly the best examples.
Recently the Barn Players of
Toronto and the Theatre Upstairs
merged to form the Upstairs
Theatre Foundation which pre-
sents a wide variety of plays,
both contemporary and classi-
cal, ait the Central Library Thea-
tre.
From Nov. 2 to Nov. 27 the
Foundation is performing a play
by Jean-Paul Sartre entitled
"The Flies". This drama, based
on an ancient Greek legend,
combines effectively the classi-
cal and contemporary elements
in the suspenseful tales of Ores-
tes and his struggle between the
desire for freedom and the
need for faith. It is not a "per-
iod piece" but an exciting com-
mentary written upon human
values and responsibilities, for a
modern audience.
Directed by Adam Ludwig, un-
der whose direction Kafka's
"The Trial" was a success, "The
Flies"- is playing daily, with the
exception of Monday, at 8:30
p.m. at the Central Library
Theatre, St. George and College
Sts in Toronto.
If this picture looks fuzzy, please do not re adjust
your sets. We are experiencing technical difficult-
ies. The Great Technician in the Sky has given us
a snow job.
Mimi and Richard Farina
Celebrations for a Grey Day
by Joe Hall
The only piece of art compar-
able to the music on this album
would have to be a Ginsberg
poem. The lyrics rebound from
the intellectual corners of Reno
Nevada, in which Farina talks
of Modern Man In Search of
His Neon Destiny, to the playful
romps of the title song, in which
the sweet drone of Farina ?s dul-
cimer hums out Frere Jacques,
Old Joe Clark, Boil Them Cab-
bage Down, and other old ethnia
tunes, all woven together.
The use of varied arrange-
ments adds feeling to the al-
bum. Two songs are backed
by Spanish guitar, dulcimer,
electric guitar, piano and bass,
while others are accompanied
only by the singers themselves
using dulcimer and guitar.
There are many instruments.
Dandelion River Ron is a blue-
grass tune that is enhanced by
an almost oriental flavour Tom-
my Makem Fantasy is a sad
Irish melody.
Their best known song — Pack
Up Your Sorrows wonders why
people search so long after
ideals and nebulous intangibles
and loss sight of the real truths
in life. Michael, Andrew and
James tells the story of the
three civil rights workers who
were killed in Mississippi. The
imagery runs rampart, and the
song could be criticized on this
point. One Way Ticket is a
weird song that talks of leaving
California. It is full of unre-
lated ideas that merely lead the
listener to confusion. The Fal-
con is a song partly based on a?»
old timey — The Cuckoo. Birdimagery continues throughout
the song with the mention of
the dove and the sparrow meek-
ness. The simplest vocal on the
album is Another Country in
which the author finds love
everywhere he goes.
This past summer Richard Fa-
rina; was killed in a motorcycle
accident. He died as he lived.
A great many of his works are
beyond comprehension printed
in Sing Out pays tribute:
"This is a time of mourning
And yet
A time to remember
That as long as his poems are
shouted by the seas or whis-
pered by the winds
He will not pass
He will not pass."
Hillel Blurb
WUC's Hillel got under way
at its first general meeting and
social function on Oct. 31. At
this time the new executive was
elected with Steve Barns as Pre-
sident.
Plans are already under way
for various athletic, cultural, and
social programs. Watch the bul-
letin boards for notices regarding
future meetings.
Essay for
peace contest
This contest is open to any-
one between the ages of 14 and
22 as of Jan. Ist, 1967.
The grand prize is a 25,000
personal education and/or career
assistance grant.
The Canadian winner will re-
ceive $1,000 cash, plus an all
expense paid trip to the Lions
International Convention (1967)
in Chicago where he or she will
meet the seven other world distr-
ict winners. At this time the
over-all champ.will be announced
and receive the Grand Prize.
There are additional cash priz-
es on the local and provincial
levels as well.
The purpose of this contest is
to focus the attention of the
people on the desirability of
searching for ideas and develop-
ing a plan toward making world
peace a reality.
Rules of the contest are avail-
able at the Cord Office and from
Mr. Ross Klopp, Secretary Wat-
erloo Lions Club (phone 744-3152)
Marion Singers at W.U.C.
The Marion Singers of Sud-
bury, a group of 18 young girls,
will present a program Sunday,
Nov. 13, at 3 p.m. at Waterloo
Lutheran University.
Their program will include
both secular and sacred music,
and concludes with several
Broadway show tunes.
Organized only three years ago,
the group has been enthusiasti-
cally received in their many
appearances in Sudbury and
have also been invited to per-
form over television and radio.
They now are on a brief tour of
southern Ontario.
There is no admission fee but
an offering to help pay travel-
ling expenses will be taken. They
will sing in Room IEI, the am-
phitheatre across the hall from
the coffee shop on the lower
level of the arts building.
The Meaning
Of The Church
The Reverend Robert E. Heff-
ner, Chaplin of Hartwick College
in Oneonta, New York comes to
the WLU campus next week to
present several talks on the
meaning of the church in today's
society. He points out in a com-
munication to the Faith and Life
Council that conservative inter-
pretations of the church and its
theology are under heavy attack,
and rightly so. He plans to dis-
cuss the reasons for this and
what is happening in the life of
the church as a result of it, as
well as the attitude of those out-
side of the organized structure of
Christianity.
These talks will be given afc
day, Nov. 16, and Thursday, Nov.
dal, Nov. 16, and Thursday, Nov.
17, both at 10 a.m. in 1E1; and
also at a special discussion
group to be held Wednesday
evening at 7:30 p.m. in room
2E6.
INTERVIEW
by dave berg
The majority of students at
WUC are single. For this week's
interview, I am talking to a 3rd
year senior, Harvey Balakofsky,
who is married. In this interview
I hope to show how "the other
side" lives. In case any of you
other students are contemplat-
ing marriage, T can, therefore,
let you know some of the pros
and cons of U. marriages.
D: How long have you been mar-
ried?
H: A little over 2 years . . . 2-%
years.
D: Were you going to school
when you married?
H: Yes.
D: Do you think that it is
easier with a woman around?
H: If you're not living in resi-
dence, I think it is.
D: And with a child?
H: There's no difficulty with the
child, because while I study,
he's asleep. He brings a lot of.
joy into your life, really. I
miss him when he's gone.
D: Can you actually get enough
work done while you are at
home?
H: Well, I don't have a heavy
schedule. I work at home. The
child sleeps right through the
night. I also have a lot of time
at school to study, if I need> it. Actually, my wife is usually
asleep while I am working.
D: Does your wife ever give you
a hand with your schoolwork?
H: No, none whatsoever.
D: How do you survive finan-
cially?
H: To start with, we had money.
The government is pretty good
to me. I got a 9tudent award.
During the summertime, you
can make some money. There
are insurance policies to bor-
row on, if I need it. If I am in
a real pinch, my parents come
through.
D: What do you do for spend-
ing money during the school
year?
H: We just work on what sav-
ings we have and just hope
it lasts until the end of the
school year.
D: Have you ever thought of
getting a part-time job while
getting your education?
H: Yes, but I am on compensa-
tion right now, so that makes
it sort of impossible.
D: Is it not somewhat of a bur-
den to have a wife and child
to take care of and worryabout
while you are at school?
H: It's a pretty big burden, but
I think it makes it worth while
to get an education. That's
why I came back this year.
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Provincial rights on human rights?
by Richard K. Taylor
A leading Canadian social wel-
fare worker charged Saturday
that his fellow citizens are be-
coming too preoccupied with
provincial rights and not conc-
erned with human rights.
Reuben C. Baetz of Ottawa,
executive director of the Canad-
ian Welfare Council, was speak-
ing at the annual homecoming
dinner of Waterloo Lutheran
University, where he had just
been named Alumnus of the
Year.
"I am becoming increasingly
distressed with the growing in-
ward looking regionalism," Mr.
Baetz told an overflow audience.
"This attitude, while it may have
been sparked by Quebec, is by
no means confined to that prov-
ince."
"it is prevalent in British
Columbia. It rings in the voice
of Premier Robarts, who stomp-
ed out of the recent federal-
provincial conference and stated
heatedly, "I will go back to run
my province," seeming to forget
that the residents of his provin-
ce are also citizens of that other
country whose capital is Ottawa.''
He said iit was time that Can-
ada rewrote its constitution with
as much attention being paid r.o
human rights as to provincial or
federal rights.
"In spite of increased travel
and communication, only a hand-
ful of Canadians have at
enough facts to be sufficiently
disturbed to demand increased
action. I am certain that if more
Canadians had been exposed to
the conditions which I have wit-
nessed in the Congo and Viet
Nam, our total external aid prog-
ram would increase by the one
per cent of our gross national
products that people seem to
think we can afford.
"You cannot help to hold a
man down during an operation,
as I did in a Congolese hospital
during an operation because
there was no anaesthetic, with-
out forever feeling that this sit-
uation cannot go unremedied in
this advanced 20th century of
ours.
"We continue content, here in
our affluent society, largely, I
am convinced, because we are
not sufficiently aware of the
vast difference that does exist
in living standards in the world
today."
Photo by Jackson
happening
IN MOVIES
Capitol: Fess Parker in Smo-
key and William Holden in The
Lion.
Fox: Secret Agent Fireball
and Hercules Against the Moon-
men.
Lyric: The Wrong Box with
John Miles and Michael Came.
Odeon: Woody Allen in What's
Up Tiger Lily?
Waterloo: Doctor Zhivago.
AT THE PUB
Grand: Ronnie Briggs and the
Profiles with Claudia.
Kent: The Starlights
IN ART
An exhibition of the works of
Tom Thomson, famous member
of the Group of Seven, is fea-
tured at the Kitchener-Waterloo
Art Gallery. Admission is free
and the showing will be on dis-
play until December 4.
IN THEATRE
Tonight and tomorrow the St.
Aethelwold's Players of St. Jer-
ome's College present The Pag-
eant of the Shearmen and Tay-
lors of Coventy at the Theatre
of the Arts at the it. of W.
This mediaeval panorama fea-
tures a cast of 95 people and is
directed by Prof. Cummings, a
DOUG DUNNINGTON
specialist in mediaeval plays at
the other institution. Student
tickets are 50c and the play
begins at 8:15.
IN FOLK
Protester Phil Ochs appears
at Massey Hall tonight.
IN THE T.A.
The W.L.U.C.F. presents a'
Gym Night Saturday at 8 pm.
Basketball, volleyball, and an
"educational film" will be tht2
highlights.
ON THE TURF
The entire school will con-
vene next Saturday afternoon
at 2 p.m. in the College Bowl
at the Big Town. This is a
credit course and attendance is
compulsory.
ON CAMPUS
This week John Morris will
discuss the workings of the
newly-formed judicial commit-
tee of the Students' Council.
After that, Lauren Marshall,
freshman class president, will
be interviewed on matters deal-
ing with the frosh class. Final-
ly an editorial will be given re-
garding possible centennial pro-
jects for W.L.U. That is On
Campus, Sunday at 11:00 p.m.
on radio station CHYM 14=90
XC:
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-BOOKS WHOLESALE
Your Small Annual Membership Fee Entitles You To
it YOIUI choice of ANY book in print
(paperback or hardcover)
it Maximum savings on EVERY book
(up lo 80% off on many specials including
reference books, encyclopedia)
it Mailings
(keeps you up-to-date on new publications and specials)
Introductory Student Fee $11.50 Faculty & Others $25.00
LIBRON SERVICES
Mail Application & Fee To: Libron Services, Dept. B. Box 34, Kitchener, Ontario.
Name
Mailing Address ••• ■•
(No.) (Street) (City) (Prov.)
Permanent Address
Main Area of Interest
Check one: Student ( ) Faculty ( ) Other
NOW PLAYING
8 WOODY 11 He's not the ■
■ A|L|:N J g world's greatest ■
■ oiS^li* p,ace is not bad! ■
woodyailen'sTß
O tiger JB
A HENRY G. SAPERSTEIN ENTERPRISE PRODUCTION \
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
ODEON THEATRE
312 KING STREET WEST
KITCHENER
Phone 742-9161
HOMECOMING '66
That everyone liked it
will go without saying
and they liked it too
who got in without paying
Saturday morning philosopher
photos by ttaff
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D: So you think that having a
wife and child gives you extra-
added incentive?
H: Definitely, not just working
for yourself—you have a fu-
ture and something to look
forward to.
D: Do you find it socially easier
now that you are married?
H: Sure, it's easier. I don't have
■to go looking for a date.
Mine's at home. She Likes bak-
ing part in certain social
events around here, eg.—
Homecoming. The only prob-
lems we might have, would be
if we want to go to a show,
or something, is to get a baby-
sitter, especially since we don't
have a car.
D: Do you find many students
avoiding you because of the
fact that you are a married
man?
H: Just the girls. As far as
the fellows are concerned, I
get along with them pretty
well. Some come to the house
for dinner, every now and
then.
D: What about this residence for
married students on campus?
H: I think' this is a great idea.
The problem might just be
whether or not they would
allow kids in there. I think it
is very good. I know my wife
would probably appreciate it
more being closer to school
and closer bo the activities.
She would have more in com-
mon with the other residents.
I think that married students
living together, having the
same sort of problems, eg.
lack of cash, no baby sitters
available when needed, per-
haps being a little older than
the normal student, would
create a common understand-
ing. I think all would be able
to solve their problems a lot
easier than as they exist now.
D: Would you live on campus,
(if possible?
H: With this sort of set-up, and
if it was not too expensive,
an unqualified "yes."
D: What about restrictions
around campus and off cam-
pus? Do you think that as mar-
ried students, you should be
forced to abide by these regu-
lations?
H: It depnds on what you mean
by restrictions?
D: WELL, liquor restrictions,
noisy hours, etc.
H: As far as liquor goes, if we
could get this kind' of set-up
we would givejt up if we had
to. I don't like the usage of
the word "forced" though. I
mean, if it was agreeable to
everyone, by a majority vote,
fine. As far as noisy hours and
things like that, I think that
they would realize the prob-
lems of everyone else, and I
think that they would co-
operate. Further, I think that
being on campus, the U.s fa-
cilities would be a lot closer at
hand and a lot more accessi-
ble.
D: Do you belong to the married
couples' club?
H: No. I didn't even know that
they had one.
D: Would, you join?
H: Not being familiar with what
their aims are or what they
are trying to do, I couldn't
really say, to be honest.
D: Just one more thing. What
is it like to go home after a
hard day at school and be
with a wife and child for your
evenings?
H: It's really a good feeling. It
takes a lot of the normal bur-
dens that anyone living off-
campus would have, off of
your shoulders.
D: In what way?
H: Well, preparing your own
dinner, cleaning up, laundry.
The little things that are time-
consuming. ' Further, I thinkitis a tremendous feeling of se-curity to have your family at
hand. Again, my wife is not
omly an incentive by her just
being my wife but also she is
a bit of a nag. She gets after
me when she sees me slacking.
When and if I get sick, I have
a built-in nurse. You're rw*-*
alone.
D: So, it's great?
H: Definitely.
It will bowl you over!
by Bruce Stewart
Just what is the College Bowl
and what is it trying to accomp-
lish? When it was first set up,
it was envisioned that one day
a team from B.C. would end
up playing a team from Nova
Scotia. In fact the calibre of
football in the OIFC was not
expected to rise so rapidly. The
problem confronting the selec-
tion committee this year was
unique. Two teams from the
same province were in conten-
tion. They had expected it but
not so suddenly. But this is one
of the aims of the College Bowl
Committee. They want to in-
crease the calibre of all the
teams in Canada, to bring them
all to a uniform level.
The two salient features of the
organization behind the Bowl
Game are to' raise money for
the "Save the Children Fund"
and to promote college football
in Canada.
The whole show is run by a
Board of Trustees who incorpor-
ated as a non-profit charitable
organization under the name
Canadian College Bowl, with pro-
ceeds going for the Canadian
Save the Children Fund.
The selection committee for
this year was comprised of the
Athletic Directors of the confer-
ences. They alone have full res-
ponsibility for the recisions
made. The reasons for their de-
cisions have not been released
as yet but will be given out a
few days before the game.
The C.B.C. radio network will
carry the Bowl Game live. Since
Ottawa plays Hamilton on Nov.
19 the C.B.C. full T.V. network
will telecast the game on Sun-
day November 20th. (Times will
be listed) And finally, CHCH
TV will televise the game over
the regular College Sports pre-
sentation at 6:30 Nov. 19th.
For the 1966 Bowl Game, Vars-
ity Stadium has been divided
into ' three sections as follows:General Admission: $5.00, $4.00and $3.00; 9,000 tickets. Univers-
lty students: $1.50—6,000 tick-
ets, and High School Students
$1.00 — 6,000 tickets.
To date over 10,000 tickets
have been sold. Tickets will be
available in the SUB. Every per-
son associated with Waterloo
Lutheran University should pur-
chase a ticket for this game.
Get your friends, relatives and
anybody you find that's, inter-
ested, in buying a ticket. This is
the game of the year; your sup-
port is needed to insure its suc-
cess.
This year because of interfer-
ence with the Santa Claus Par-
ade, no float will be entered in-
to competition. Incidentally, as
recipients of last year's
for the best float, we get to
keep it until someone better
comes along. The Blue and White
Society of the University of To-
ronto have pledged their sup-
port. They are looking after the
pre-game dance, the Bowl-Queen
and other features associated
with a College football game.
But, don't let this stop you from
demonstrating to everyone, just
where you are from. Bring
Banners, bring noise makers,
bring anything that helps you
in expressing your spirit. In
other words raise Hell.
On Friday November 18, from
9:00 to 12:00 P.M. there is go-
ing to be a Canadian College
Bowl Semi-Formal.
This gala event will be held
at the Daniel Wilson residence
(University College) in Howard
Ferguson Hall. I don't go along
with this, but the cost is $3.00
per couple. (They invited us.)
Don't ask me where it is. You
shouldn't have too much trouble
finding it; it's part of U. of T.;
just follow your nose. The high-
light of the evening should be
the coronation of the Miss Col-
lege Bowl Queen. After the game
on Saturday, if you can walk,
there will be a Victory Dance
for WLU and their friends in
the Dule Hall. The Blue &
White band will lead you there
after the game. Admission is
only 50c at the door and you
can dance for two hours to the
music of the "Creeps". And to
cap off the day somebody should
know of a party somewhere.
The team will travel to To-
ronto on Thursday night. And on
Friday, they will be wined and
dined at the Royal York. This
dinner will be sponsored by the
city and the province. Multi-col-
oured plaques are to be given
to members of both teams:
The Ted Morris trophy is to
be presented J;o the most valu-
able player in the game. Last
year's winner was Gerry Stein-
berg of the Blues.
The Vanier Cup, named in hon-
our of Governor General George
Vanier, will be presented by him
on the winners' home campus.
This year's game proceeds
will go to the Eskimo children
of Northern Canada and the war
stricken ones of South Vietnam.
This is truly a beneficial pro-
ject. Once again I urge every-
one to support the Golden Hawks
in the 1966 Canadian College
Bowl.
Editor's note: If you are. in-
terested in going to Toronto by
bus, watch for bulletins regard-
ing this, around the Torque
Room.
Hard line hitting like this led the Hawks to the College Bowl.
AUCC head elected
OTTAWA (CUP) — Rec6gniz-
ing the importance of the great
Canadian brain drain the Associ-
ation of Universitys and- Colleg-
es of Canada (Friday, Oct; 28)
approved a resolution calling for
increased efforts to entice some
of the 12,000 students abroad to
return to Canada.
The resolution was one of
many unanimously supported
resolutions advocating siich th-
ings as greater collaboration be-
tween universities ir Canada and
Latin America, and a study of
recent university construction
projects to assist administrators
on campus planning.
Canadian university executiv-
es wound up their annual conf-
erence Friday with a repeated
appeal to Prime Minister Pear-
son for increased research
grants.
The resolution says investment
in research increases productiv-
ity and acts as a bulwark against
inflation. It called for annually
increased grants to the National
Research Council and the Med-
ical Research Council, and the
Canada Council.
Dr. Walter H. Johns, president
of the University of Alberta */!>s
elected AUCC president, succe-
eding Rt. Rev. L. A. Vachon,
Laval University rector.
(Conunued from page 6)
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Amenhotep Ulysses
Narf... Narf... Narf... Narf
by John Horman
Many of my fellow seminari-
ans, struck by the rhetorical ex-
cellence of my presentation of
the life of Dr. Narf at the open-
ing of the Amenhotep Ulysses
Narf Theological (A.U.N.T.)
Residence, have asked me to re-
print that address in Per Fidem.
I must say that at first I was
inclined to agree with this sug-
gestion. However, two consider-
ations stayed me; first, that my
presentation, being addressed
largely to a theologically orient-
ed audience, contained much
that would confuse the laymen.
Secondly, this address will un-
doubtedly someday be published
among my collected works. It
will just take longer, that's all.
That being the case, I thought
it best in this article to concentr-
ate on one area of Dr. Narf's
life that is perhaps better known.
I refer of course to his work
in the field of ecclesiastical dict-
ion. I am sure that we all are
aware that there are some words
which sound religious. For ex-
ample, when a man says "Come
Lord Jesus, be Thou our guest"
we instantly sense that we are
in the presence of a man with a
good, solid theological education.
Similarly, it takes a man with
theological know-how to realize
that you never use the word
"fund-raising" in Church. You
say, "Christian stewardship".
While people always have been
aware of this, it was Dr. Narf
who put this on a scientific
basis. Formerly, clergymen had
in the back of their minds a
preconceived idea, what we in
Narf studies call a "pathetic
fallacy", that they should use
words to communicate meaning.
Dr. Narf correctly pointed out
that the proper purpose of ec-
clesiastical diction is to muffle
meaning. Just as the infant
Jesus was wrapped in swaddling
clothes, he used to 9ay, so the
English language is to be wrap-
ped and swaddled if it is to
be proper for clergymen. It was
his contention,, I think quite
rightly, that if the average man
knew what the clergy were talk-
ing about, then he would be able
to understand them. While this
may seem to carry a certain
amount of superficial desirabil-
ity (tr. this seems okay), any
unbiased observation must real-
ize that it also carries very
severe limitations (tr. but it
isn't). After all, if the average
man is able to understand the
clergy, then he is no longer
mystified by them. Anyone will
surely agree that this mystery
is a potent means of control.
Furthermore, most plain words
are not nice. Since it is the job
of the clergyman to be nice,
Narf contended that he ought to
shun words that are not nice.
And so we have ecclesiastical
diction, a science which in a
large measure we owe to Dr.
Narf. This can be on a very
simple level. We are all aware
of the numinous feeling that
comes over all of us when a
clergyman says "give of your
treasure" instead of "fork over
cash" or "offer up your thank-
offerings unto the Lord" instead
of "give money". But how often
does this cause us to "remember
with gratitude" (tr. think about)
"the beloved and always remem-
bered" ('tr. dead) Dr. Narf?
"Truly we must lift up our
hearts with gratitude" (tr. isn't
it nice) as we "render unto God
the first-fruits of our labour"
(tr. how about the cash al-
ready?) in honour of this "de-
voted" (tr. well-payed) "serv-
ant of Christ (tr. clergyman).
The representation of Dr. Narf is based on a
photograph of Dr. Narf taken on the eve of his
ordination. This photograph was made into an icon
by Rev. Sem. Earl Albrecht. The icon in quest-
ion, unfortunately, was suppressed by a philis-
tine janitor. However, it likeness was happily
preserved by this photograph by John Dukes.
Lutheran Church President
Claimed "Out to Lunch"
This marks the first citation
of the O.T.L. Award. As you
know, every so often there comes
along a person or group who il-
lustrates par excellence, an 'out
to lunch' altitude. For this rea-
son ,Per Fidem, in each edition
will memorialize one recipient of
the O.T.L. Award.
The first recipient is Dr.
Franklin Clark Fry, president of
the Lutheran Church in Amer-
ica. Dr. Fry receives the initial
O.T.L. Award for a certain sect-
ion of his report to the 1966 L.
C.A. Convention, in which he
reviewed the troubled, challeng-
ed state of our Church. He sug-
gested 4 remedial measures. The
following is an extensive quote
from his first "remedial meas-
ure";
"... As I have remarked before,
I for one am acutely impatient
with all the negative talk that
churns around the Church of
Jesus Christ these days. Aren't
you? It is high time for a morat-
orium on it. That holds doubly,
if I may use the expression, for
the cheap hue and cry that is
being raised by men who, by all
the normal and honourable
standards of behaviour, ought to
be the Church's champions and
not its detractors. I advocate
putting a stop, let's begin there,
to inviting them to address
Church meetings and to buy the
effusions that spurt profitably
from their typewriters ..."
Thank you Dr. Fry, and con-
gatuiations!
Professor Reigert cuts "ribbon"
Professor E./Riegert, whose "Amenhotep" is dead" theology
has won international renown, cuts the ribbon for the dramatic
unofficial opening of the Amenhotep Ulysses Narf Theological
Residence, Professor Riegert was selected for this honour because
of th acutnss of his Narfological insights. This can be seen from
such keen comments of his "Who is this Narf fellow, anyway".
Obviouly a man of such keen insight was needed for the occasion,
not least because this residence on campus since Willison Hali
which has a name which betrays any sort of imagination at all.
Death Anyone??
by Peter Mogk
Chances are you would have
reacted in the same manner if
I had indicated that the nature
of the request for this article
mentioned "Freedom and the
Church" or "Freedom in the
Church".
Well, before everyone falls
over from boredom, I should
like bo drop my comment that
there is freedom in the church,
and that the church is able to
cope with freedom. Several
examples might assist in making
the point.
Two weeks ago I conducted a
chapel service at which no word
was spoken. Everyone had be-
fore him a list of campus situat-
ions as well as a series of Pea-
nuts. Silence devastated the
"worship service" — "spiritual
masterbation" preferred? No one
knew what to do. No one knew
how to do it. All did it — ex-
ercised their freedom, that is.
Eventually everyone had left, in
moods ranging from cowering
anger to bold indifference. No
comments. Freedom was again
exercised in the church.
Two weeks before that the
edict came to the student body
that a team was arriving from
the U.S.A. to conduct a week
of interpersonal relations. A
fine week. Several people even
learned the meaning of trust.
Almost all learned the meaning
of authority. Group discissions
were designed to evoke group
response. Yet at the evocation
of a true and strong reaction the
group was drawn up sharply and
pushed into contemplative exer-
cises to determine what was go-
ing on or coming off. Having
stated an opinion and asked the
professional leader for action
taking the group's considerations
into account, I was pullo* aside,
reprimanded, and analj>«d. I
have no place in life — not inshis life. But let it not be over-
looked that freedom was again
present. I was free to talk out,
as I was free to get kicked out;
The leader was free to lead in
security, avoiding the interests
of the group members, and free
to go home.
They're coming to take md
away. Ha. Ha.
Have you any question about
my ability to state openly and in
print that freedom and church
are neither contradictory nor
mutually exclusive? The only
difficulty is to re-define "free-
dom". Freedom as encountered
will henceforth be defined as
"the forbearance, or holding
back, on the part of all to let
the other goof or succeed".
Indifference? Lack of concern?
Paucity of understanding? Tol-
erating truth? It's all there. Do
you find it in the church? Quest-
ion a standard or two and wait.
Death will seek you out.
Profiles on Juniors
by Bud Christentson
A new species of Inseetivora
has come to light in recent
weeks in our beloved A.U.N.T.
Hole (our theological residence
named after our illustrious
founder Amenhotep Uly ss c s
Narf). It takes five forms res-
sembling the homo insipiens in
outward appearances only.
1) Larry Houff (Latin name
Musicianus Amerieanus). Its
distinguishing characteristics in-
elude a B.M.S. degree from Wit-
tenburg University in sacred
song. (It plays with an organ
found in the seminary chapel
and emits strange Bachian nois-
es daily in chapel). This engag-
ing little insect drinks Canadian
beer and is quite gregarious-in
fact, its call is the Liberated
Libertine Libretto from the
famous book, Hers: Ancient and
Modern. This aged insect rem-
embers that famous date Oct. 26,
1877 in Turkey when Schlie-
niann discovered, that the Tro-
jan Horse was really a great
beer keg.
2) Dale Truscott (Latin name
Philosophia Liturgica). Its dist-
inguishing characteristic includ-
es a B.Phil degree from Witten-
burg University. Its cry is
Kouhaha-a sort of all purpose
'with it' cry for activity. It be-
longs to that famous group of
Bubbers — a sort of offbeat
Maniehaean sect. This insect is
also noted for its New York
Yiddish accents and its most
famous book, The Gospel Ac-
cording to Winnie the Pooh.
This ancient insect recalls Dec.
7, 1193, when Prince Otto the
Excitable in Hyeck, Thuringia,
decreed that Christmas would
be moved back 18 days because
he couldn't wait any longer.
3) Willis Ott (Latin name
Nonbohemienus normalis). This
insect's distinguishing charact-
eristic is its constant cry Skuroo
along with its quotation "To
bed, to sleep, perchance to
dream;/Aye, there's the rub".
This insect's favourite habitat
(Continued page 12)
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is
Dead!
is the class in Hysterical Theol-
ogy, where it reads Prayboy reg-
ularly. This duocentenarian end-
omorph recalls that famous
moment in March 9, 1799, when
Toynbee stamped out Voodoo
in Haiti, only to receive Ath-
lete's Foot for his efforts.
4) Bernie Paetzold (Keener
Hebrewus). This rare insect is
noted for its cries of "foff" and
"a huckleberry hound 'howdy'".
It appears to mate only in the
off season and the rest of the
year pursues its major interest
of Near Eastern Activities. This
too is a creature of longevity
recalling that famous day Oct.
19, 1799, when Frederick the
Wise of Prussia switched deod-
orants.
5) Bud Christenson (Loquac-
ious Messianus). This odd insect
graduated from Queen's Univ-
ersity and is most distinguished
for the outgrowth of its Mes-
sianic Complex. Its cry is "cop-
ulo ergo sum, sed non copulo
ergo non sum". Its habitat is
littered with oddly hung pictur-
es and provocatively placed
furniture. It always appears to
be heated, since smoke always
pours from its proboscis. It is
indeed the oldest living member
of the class insectivora, since it
recalls that famous day in hist-
ory March 22, 298,753 8.C., when
Oog Jou said his first word, and
got his mouth washed out with
soap.
6) Rioux Cosby (Ephemeralis
Vancouverosis). In menioriam:
Here today, gone tomorrow.
Where?
Damn it!
To suffer is to live.
— So the smug tell me.
I even told myself that big joke.
Now they're suffering.
I feel sick, empty, helpless,
alone.
I canH even help them when
they need it.
What do I say to them?
Do for them?
Show my concern you say.
dripping condecension and easy
answers.
Concern doesn't make their
trouble vanish.
— Come on let's be honest.
What does?
God ?
Where is He now ?
Bud Christenson
Daughters of Eve
... Very nice, very nice
by Marilyn Weingartner
There is a virulent disease
rampant today in the community
of God which stifles its memb-
ers into insensibility and blinds
them to all except the satisfact-
ion of their own needs. The
name of the disease is "Christ-
ian love".
The afflicted are those most
interested in being identified
with and handing out the Christ-
ian message, and those concern-
ed with changing other people's
lives in the nanne of Christ. Th"
ones who suffer are not the
diseased but those who come
into contact with them: today's
prophets who endure the per-
secution of "Christian love";
children who neurotically come
to doubt every thought and need
of their own, because it does not
approach the ideal set by "Christ,
ian love", people who come to
despise the "good news" of
Christ, because of the things
done in "Christian love".
Presumably, the Seminettes
are concerned about Christian
love. And so they seek to be
Christian, to do things out of
Christian love, and to define
Christian doctrines and non-
Christian doctrines.
Consider our last meeting.
Can it be that this group, able
and willing to act as an organiz-
ation, and to express opinions,
has no aim, purpose or reason
for being? None of these was
considered when discussion was
called for to plan the succeed-
ing meetings. Our discussion* was
therefore aimless, fruitless, and
illogical. Blinded by our sense
of duty, we were being what
we "ought" to be: Christians,
sweetly lying to each other. In
"Christian love", we will pack
and send out Christmas boxes,
then ignore the lushes and pro-
stitutes and orphans receiving
them until next Christmas. In
"Christian love", we will spend
five minutes each studying
Anglican doctrine, Mennonite
doctrine, Mormon doctrine, Jeh-
ovah's Witness doctrine, and
think we will be able bo under,
stand and dead with people. In
Christian love, we will ask our
husbands, "What happened to-
day in 1.P.R., dear?" and then
are afraid, unwilling, and unable
to face and help them to face
the welter of emotions and
fears arising every day in their
struggles with each other and
with God.
Isn't this hypocrisy? We are
blind to ourselves and others,
and are unable to hear their
needs and questions and willing
to ignore what we cannot under-
stand. The world doesn't need
Christians who are whitewash-
ing the walls of their own sepuU
ohens with the filthy rags o£
their righteous deeds. Bather,
it needs mothers who study to
raise their children to face a
future which those mothers can-
not know or understand, but can
only fear. The world needs
wives who are whole, living per-
sons — so that love of a husbandis not a prison, but a "moving
sea between two souls". The
world needs women who are not
afraid of living — of enjoying
sex, of bearing children, of lov-
ing the unlovable in husband,
of trusting and being rejected
by one's peers. One cannot learn
how to be a "Christian". One
cannot say that a certain activ-
ity is my "Christian duty". Liv-
ing is not divided into Christian
duties and non-Christian activit-
ies. Worship is not an activity
for one hour on Sunday morning
and one half hour daily. Our
faith is not separated from our
actions. Our love of God is not
shown in our good works. One
cannot know Christ by studying
doctrines. The world won't find
Him in our Christmas boxes.
Love is not Christian or non-
Christian.
Seminettes are also susceptible
to the disease of Christian love,
especially when we are labelled
"ministers' wives" by the public,
and are expected to perform
certain duties in certain ways,
out of "Christian love". Should
we examine ourselves and our
group instead of others?
Only the beginning
In the beginning there were
junior, middler 'and senior sem-
inarians, and a faculty, who
studied together in a seminary
in Waterloo. But since they all
seemed to follow different dir-
ections and had no way of
expressing how they felt about
each other and the institution in
which they studied, someone
said" why not try I. P. R-? Be-
fore long a number of trained
individuals appeared on that
campus with tons of self-grading
charts and evaluation forms but
also, rather unexpectedly, und-
erstanding hearts and sympathet-
ic ears. They set to work im-
mediately to transform that
unruly group by suggesting that
they all join in a tribal dance
in celebration of their newly
won freedom (all classes were
canceled for that week). As the
faculty and junior, middler and
senior seminarians leaped wildly
to the rhythm of Israelite folk
or British Beatle music, some of
them felt closer to each other
than they had for years. Even
in the group sessions, that in-
variably followed the tribal
dances, and in which each mem-
ber had a chance to express his
feelings, some of the barriers
between faculty and junior,
middler and senior seminarians
seemed to disappear. Some facul-
ty members felt like junior
seminarians, and some junior
seminarians felt as if they had
oome to the wrong place. For
a whole week there was wild
leaping in the morning and often
heated discussion right into the
night. Did they get to know-each
other better? Were all their
problems solved? Did their vis-
ion and task become singular?
Who knows — after all, it was
only the biginning.
Bernard Paetzold.
Have you heard? (II)
— Due to the hot and dry sum-
mer, fruit is at a premium with
the result that it will no longer
be permissible to have only one
portion of jam on one slice of
toast? The ration has been
halved. Les Miserables anyone?— The unending line-ups in thedining hall for hand-outs will be
ended shortly? Administrative
necessity - solvency. Too manyfat-heads on campus.
(Continued from Page 11)
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CHIAROSCURO
announces its
2nd Annual
WRITING CONTEST
PROSE (fiction or non-fiction) $50.00
POETRY (based on at least five poems) $50.00
REGULATIONS
1. Any student (full or part-time) attending WLU is eligible except the editor
of Chiaroscuro.
2. Prose submissions (short stories, essays, etc.) must not exceed 3,000 word.
Poetry submissions from an individual must include at least five poems. One
person may enter both the prose and poetry sections. An entrant may submit
as many pieces of prose as he wishes.
3. All submissions must be type-written and carbon copies should be made be-
cause no articles will be returnd.
4. No name or other identifying mark will appear on the manuscript. A sealed
envelope stapled to the type-script will contain your name, address and phone
number.
5. The contest will be judged by professional writers whose names will be an-
nounced later. If, in the opinion of the judges, none of the work submitted
attains what they consider a necessary standard no prizes will be awarded.
6. You may place material in the Chiaroscuro mailbox addressed to the editor.
The mailbox is located on the main floor of the SUB across from the Cord
office.
THE CONTEST CLOSES ON JANUARY 13, 1967
CHIAROSCURO
is published by
I BOARD OF PUBLICATIONS, I
WATERLOO LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY
LUTHERAN NEWS
Free for All Lutheran Students
LUTHERAN NEWS
New Haven, Missouri, 63068
Please send me your paper free of charge for eight months.
Name „ ...,i.aiiiii _,_,
Address ;
City State Zip .J,..,Jjma
College . t '
LUTHERAN NEWS is an independent, con-
servative newspaper dedicated to Biblical
Christianity, the highest standards of scholar-
ship and unmanaged news.
Internship
New, exciting game for young and foolish alike
Selection of playing pieces or
"men". The pieces or "men"
in the game are to be placed at
various locations on the playing
board. These starting areas are
called "churches". Each player,
by a process of elimination, re-
ceives one of these "church"
areas from which he starts his
"man". The matching of men
and churches is a unique feature
of this game. Little or no
thought is given to which man
goes to which church and so the
choice is made in an appropriate
manner. Place all the men in the
top of the box and - then mix
them up with a cross-like motion
of the wrist.
Elevate thebox, above theplay-
ers' eye level, and have each
player select his man. This may
mean that a green man goes to
a violet church with its violet
path but this is part of the game.
The Board. A brief explanation
of the board is necessary. You
will notice that the path for the
man to travel is extremely tor-
tuous. Do not be surprised if the
majority of squares are not
identified; remember, the name
of the game is "internship".
Also note that there are no
squares which are marked as
"hazard" or "penalty" squares.
The inventor felt this would
make the game far too difficult,
for the natural hazards of the
game are already almost over-
whelming (see 'choice of men').
The marked squares, over which
the man travels, bear one of 4
names — pastor, professor, con-
gregation or student. When you
land on one of these squares,
you must pick up one card from
the top of the appropriate pile.
For example, if you land on a
square marked pastor, you pick
up one pastor card, read it and
suffer the appropriate penalty.
For an explanation of cards, see
'cards'.
Cards. The cards are of 4
different colours — green, white,red, and violet — with edges
embossed in false gold and in-
scrutable symbols written on one
side. The cards are to be jumbl-
ed together and straightened. Do
not shuffle the cards. Do not
arrange the cards with the same
side up. This will mean that
sometimes you can see the pen-
alty coming before you actually
get it; being unable to avoid it,
you then suffer another delight-
ful feature of the game, one of
the finer points called 'intern
shock. As has been pointed out,
each card will bear a statement
accompanied by an appropriate
penalty as determined by the
nature of the statement. A de-
fensive political statement is not
too bad, but an out and out
falsification carries with it a
severe penalty. Hasty judg-
ments, easy rationales and in-
flexible defences are also harsh-
ly penalized. The comments are
appropriate to the particular
kind of card — if it is a pastor
card, then the statement is a
typical pastoral statement. A
brief sample will explain this
feature of the game a little bet-
ter — the number following
each statement on the card is
the penalty number of squares
you are required to regress.
pastor card
"Why, you students don't want
to go into the parish ministry.
All you want to do is teach."
7 back
"You Students are immature,
wet behind the ears, and all you
want to do is change every-
thing." 1 or 9 back,
depending on who gets it.
professor card
"Well, how are you doing at —?
What? Oh? Say, it's nice weather
out."
10 back
"I know you've covered that in
your iternship, but the calen-
dar asys you have to take that
course."
8 back
congregation card
"My, my, isn't he a nice young
man. And you're going to be a
pastor."
5 back
"It's so nice to have someone
come who has read all the latest
books and can give us their pro-
fessor's ideas in his own words."
9 back
student card
"Boy, are these pastors ever a
bunch of defensive has-beens."
1 or 9 back
"My pastor is so out of it I
don't even try to talk to him."
6 back
The Die. To move your man,
you choose a number you would
like to get. Then you roll the
die ad subtract from the num-
ber you rolled the number you
would have preferred. That
gives you the number of squares
you can move. If the number
you roll is smalled than the
number you yourself chose,
9imply add instead of subtract-
ing.
So ends the very brief set of
instructions and rules. This brev-
ity is an intentional feature of
the game. All valid rules are
included in the foregoing sect-
ions. Following this point in
the instructions there will be
found certain other rules —however, these are given only to
serve as a source of confusion
and frustration. If you wish to
really participate icn the emotion-
al depth of this game, you should
turn to the additional rules on
the back of this sheet and read
them aloud at regular intervals.
The rules sound great but they
have nothing at all to do with
the game you are presently
playing — hence the added
trauma as you try to reconcile
the two. If after doing this
several times, you find yourself
desiring to start the game all
over again, you can be sure that
you are beginning to really ap-
preciate this game called "in-
ternship.
The Object. The object is to
reach the end of the tortuous
path (euphemistically called
"heaven") before a certain time
limit expires. In all fairness (and
9ince medicare .does not include
fees for psychiatric treatment),
you should make the minimum
period of time for this game 9
months. Any similarity between
the length of this period of time
and that necessary for human
birth only goes to show that the
birth-death cycle is more real
than we sometimes recognize.
Barry Boeckner.
but some seminarians work
Just ask the kids
Don't ask the theologians; ask
the kids. The following select-
ions from a confirmation class
will help prove this.
Begotten means to get from
and then it's begotten.
Collect means when the ushers
collect the money when we are
in Church.
The hymn (Jesus, thy blood
and righteousness) has nice,
rhyming words, but it is rather
hard to understand. Since we
do not know the tune it may be
hard to know for sure if the
song may sound better and be
easier to understand with the
music.
It is not a very good hymn
because it is very, very hard to
understand.
First petition of the Lord's
prayer explained: You will be
treated the same on earth as in
heaven.
People aren't fighting ail the
time, and as for wars, God does
have them so the planet doesn't
get overcrowded with people.
Another photo of the icon of
Dr. Narf this time by Matti
Terho.
Have you heard
— Due to decreases in thenumbers of prisoners-of-worship
it has become necessary to alter-
nate chapel speakers weekly?
— All the students on campus
this year are Lutherans? For this
reason we have the opportunity
to vote for a new campus
chaplain - a Lutheran.
— The new chaplin will be
Lutheran because the Lutheran
Church in America is taking
over the university's responsibil-
ity of supplying a chaplain or
chaplains?
The Liberal
dilemma
(A Seminarian's Prayer)
Oh Lord, I am so darn confused
I wonder why I'm here;
Sometimes I think the only out
Is the Circus Room and beer.
There was a time not long ago
I thought I believed in you,
But now I find I was all wrong;
Has New Theology the clue?
There's nothing to base my faith
upon,
The Bible has errors, you see.
Tradition is just what people do;
Almighty God in a tree?
The boys they sing a chapel song
Guitars and picks in hand;
They say to carry a cross on
my back -
No answer - just more hopeless
wind.
My dear old mother, away back
home,
She's really off the track.
She still thinks that you exist;
She lives - she's no sad sack.
But I am more enlightened here,
I've got a brain in me;
And so I'll stick to Carlang's
brew
And hope, 'cause I sure can't
see.
(This poem is dedicated to
all seminarians here who
have brains, and dear old
mothers back home.)
Ex sella editoris
Head for the hills. Here comes
Per Fidem again. If it is the
function of editorials to view
with alarm - and it is - then Per
Fidem has a glorious future.
While the seminary student
body is small, it is ideally situat-
ed for viewing with alarm, seat-
ed as it is in a critical juncture
between Church and University,
thus being vulnerable to the
faults of both. The only danger
for us who are in such a situat-
ion is that we become so pre-
occupied with the boobery
around us that we forget to pay
attention to the greater boobery
of the world. We could suffer
the fate of the Russian Orthodox
Church, which is said to have
been so engrossed in arguments
about chasubles that they over-
looked two revolutions in 1917.
Sometimes we get the uneasy
feeling that all the varieties of
chapel and non-chapel services
really amount to a more sophist-
icated sort of argument about
chasubles, with the result that
WLS genuflects while Viet Nam
burns.
If you have some secret sor-
rows about the contents of Per
Fidem, complain to the editor
or to members of the editorial
board. We feel that Dr. Houser
has enough to do without being
asked to be messenger boy for
those who do not have the guts
to complain to us in person.
Clear?
Speaking of Dr. Houser, we
hope that everybody is aware
that, if from time to time we
find it necessary to disagree with
Dr. Houser on particulars, we
always bear in mind that he
made this seminary into what it
is, from the rather narrow insti-
tution that is once was, and that
now he is serving beyond the
call of duty even though he has
easily merited an honourable
retirement.
I don't know what we would
do without our separated breth-
ren, the Anglicans. In the June,
1966 issue of Canadian Church-
man, our breath is taken away
by an article by one Rev. Canon
R. W. Cowan entitled "We need
more honesty." In this article,
Canon Cowan tells us, among
other interesting things, that "it
is worth noting that when the
Bishop of Woolwich tells us from
whom he derives his novel no-
tions of the Christian Faith, it
Protestant bodies whose minis-
tery is organized on the same
democratic principle as the Unit-
ed Church of Canada, instead of
under Catholic bishops, one of
whose chief functions is 'to drive
away erroneous and strange
doctrines'". Presumably the
chief source of Bishop Robin-
son's errors was that he mis-
understood Lutheran theologians
instead of Anglican theologians,
and that therefore the proposed
merger with the United Church
of Canada ought not to take
place. Since contests are in
style, I should like to propose
a contest in which contestants
submit the names of three Ang-
lican theologians of similar stat-
ure which the good bishop
should have misunderstood in-
stead of all those heretical
Lutherans.
Out of Chaos
Out there, outside of me, is
chaos-
Tiamat-
Linking me with father 'Adam.
Out there is rejection and death.
Inside there is chaos too - of a
different kind -
doubting, fighting, mistrust.
Born of inadequacies, failures,
and past deaths.
Now it is different.
Now there is still some chaos -not all.
Now there is the other - the you.
I am a person, so are you.
Together we become persons.
We reach out through the misty
past
of chaos, and touch.
Two hungry souls touching and
fulfilling,
And God is there.
Have you heard? (III)
— The Student Union Building
was built with funds from the
administration and will be taken
over shortly?
— The picnic tables in the S.U.
B. will be removed next week
by the Department of Highways
of Ontario for refinishing for
next year's picnic season? In the
mean time newspapers will be
strewn on the floor.
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Seminarians hold wild
group therapy happening
A. Dale Troscott
An experiment in group living— this was the term applied to
the unique way in which W.L.S.
began its year. The official title,
A Seminar on Inter-Personal
Relations. How would you react
if you were thrown randomly in-
to a group of eight or nine
people most of whom were brand
new acquaintances? What would
happen if you spent twelve hours
per day for a week with them
having nothing specific to talk
about and only a few guidelines
and general principles given in
strange new terms like "relate
non-verbally"? What would it
mean to you to witness the august
body of Seminary faculty danc-
ing around the room to the tune
of Israeli folk music or bounc-
ing as if a rubber ball were in
their stomachs? This was I.P.R.
and the reactions we made to
the situations were the essence
of its meaning to us.
With all the facades and "purp-
oses" of everyday life by which
we "protect" ourselves from one
another removed, the groups had
no recourse but to expose their
real selves (with a little educat-
ed prodding by the leaders). As
a result, raw human nature took
over. Some were silent, some
searched for a protective struct-
ure, some exploded. Some were
thoroughly interrogated, others
complimented — all in this stran-
ge, new, non-directed, spontane-
ous, wide open way.
This criteria resulted in an
amazing closeness and electric
group potential which even car-
ried over into worship sessions.
Imagine if you will such a group
reacting silently and totally
spontaneously to a newspaper
"line" down the centre of the
chapel aisle. Some were invited
to cross in a few ac-
ceptances, a number of shocking
refusals. Others tried to destroy
the "line" of conflict (for this
is what the line came to symbol-
ize in the course of the reaction).
The silent emotion occurred
quickly and powerfully due to the
relationships and sensitivities
built up during the week. The
end result was a shredded
crumple of paper impaled on the
altar cross and a hand-holding
circle of men who had truly
worshipped in a strange new
way.
A happening, you say? Yes, the
whole week was a happening —a happening with a purpose. It
led us into a rare area of human
relations, trust! A segment of
the people of God, the Body of
Christ learned to trust one
another for a moment, for a day,
almost unrestrainedly.
The worth of the experience
was hard to measure. It brought
problems into the open; it in-
stituted better student-faculty and
student-student relations. And
now, weeks later all has fallen
back into place. There are groups
and cliques and the faculty is
largely referred to as Doctor or
Professor. But there remains a
certain element of ease, in that
there is a guy whose hand mot-
ions I once mimicked in response
to music; there is a professor
whom I once forced to sink to
the floor with a light touch of
a hand. We know each other a
little better, because we met each
other openly and frankly and
creatively in I.P.R.
I questioned the experience as
being destruction of individual-
ity and perhaps that is a valid
fear in these experiments. Care
must be used in such experienc-
es that a man does not loose his
identity into that of a nebulous
group thus losing the blessing
of individual creativity and dis-
tinctiveness. Christ intended His
Church to be a community of the
faithful, but also He wanted His
people to be individuals commit-
ted distinctively to Him. Though
this danger exists, I don't feel
that our I.P.R. week committed
such an error. In fact it may
have made some of us realize
latent individuality. It was an
unique and valuable experience.
Eloquent speech celebrating the opening of the A. U. Narf Theolo-
gical Residenc.
Megalomaniacalmeanderings
To some it may seem idiotic
to discuss God, for He is and that
is that; but for some others, I
suspect that, it is quite possible— even necessary — to attemptto clarify what we mean when
we say "God". (The intention
itself may provide the justificat-
ion for such a glance: true wor-
ship of God necessitates true
knowledge of God.)
It cannot be denied that we
are at many times caught in a
unrealistic chasm between good
and evil, between gods and de-
mons, between God and man.
However, it is desirable that, for
a total and more meaning-filled
relationship with "God", we
should at all times be in touch
with God, as Dietrich Bonhoeffer
spells out in Temptation, that is,
we are not tempted but Christ
is tempted in us. This does not
say that Jesus is tempted in us
but the Christ is so affected.
In order to see the validity of
this distinction it is necessary to
draw some line of demarcation
between the idolatry of much
current Jesusology and the non-
religiosity of a full Christology.
The Christ approaches the sum
total of the spirit of man, the
ultimate in corporate personality,
that essence which is at once
above and within every moment
of our experience, the embodi-
ment of the principle of concern.
Inevitably the consequences of
the recognition of this true dis-
tinction are splattering and shat-
tering. The content of much of
traditional Christian dogma must
be related in terms of "now"
rather than "then", as past or
future. The meaning is symbolic,
yet real, and therefore valid for
us since it stems from the root
of human existence. It is mean-
ingless to be related to a God
at an altar unless it involves self-
sacrifice.
God can never be a person but
is essentially personal, that is,
identified and suggested in the
dynamics of each mutual human
encounter. It is then without
value, beyond the communal ac-
ceptance, to point to or particip-
ate in sacraments, though sacra-
mental action is a part of the
depth of life. It can never be
"us-ward" from God but it "us-
ward" via the concept of God.
A vast change is necessitated
in a subsequent ability to dis-
tinguish between pastor and min-
ister. To be "pastor" implies a
manipulative unreality or in-
humanity and can lead only to
eventual apathy or artificiality.
The plague of living is then
secrets. They are not permitted
airing and their storage facilitat-
es personal deterioration, espec-
ially for the person who has no
God to be the receiver or no
person beyond himself to listen.
The alternatives are idolatry or
insanity. How can the distinction
be made in respect to the person
speaking to a post, acceptance
unquestioned? Does transparent
living hold the key to life? Is the
possibility of encountering anoth-
er person as an object ruled out?
Hello. God?
Physician, heal yourself!
Peeter Vanker
Our willingness to help, support,
or counsel those in need is put
to the test when our own 'pro-
fessional peers are on the re-
ceiving end. It's one thing to be
sensitive and concerned about
an underling. But it's quite anoth-
er to worry about the needs and
feelings of those threateningly
equal to us. The seminary com-
munity is no exception.
There were several goals sug-
gested for our seminary week of
interpersonal seminars. One, of
course, was to help us as semin-
arians learn the how's of min-
istering to one another. Hopeful-
ly such knowledge can be trans-
ferred to the arena of ordinary
life. And a very pertinent im-
mediate benefit would be that in
such an academic atmosphere of
trust and openness greater mut-
ual learning can take place.
All in all, the most rewarding
days were the first three. It is
true that the entire week turned
out to be mainly one of intro-
spection and analysis, a study in
technique. However, by about
Wednesday evening I had had
enough of method. I was yearn-
ing to see some of that theoret-
ically expressed concern and
openness in action, not merely
in the artificial setting of a dis-
cussion group but in doing
ordinary things together. Unfort-
unately, we did not get that far,
or only during off-hours as the
times we spent on the foot-ball
field.
To hold a seminar of this kind
on an open university campus
was a considerable handicap. The
inevitable result was only in-
termittent involvement, physical
and emotional. A retreat centre
would have been by far superior,
where doses of theory could in-
termingle with genuine 'life to-
gether.
It was especially in this area
that the supervisors of this
program were the least sensitive.
Even if the setting had to be the
campus, much more could have
been made of the opportunity to
wrestle with seminary common-
life as it exists. To do these
things really together, both stu-
dents and faculty. This may have
proven more useful in the long
run than the heavy concentra-
tion upon methodology that did
actually take place.
What do I remember most of
that week back in September?
Probably all those exercises set
to exotic music as well as the
several games that were to in-
crease our perceptivity. These
were very interesting games, but
unfortunately remained mostly
only games. And the setting was
partly to blame.
So ended a rather special
week in the life of our seminary.
It was worthwhile, of that I am
convinced. Now I know a good
deal more about centain of my
fellow-seminarians. Feelings have
come out into the open much
earlier than in previous years,
the negative as well. Hopefully
this week will challenge us to
translate into action within our
seminary community what we
have so far learned in words.
On campus retreat
New experiment in living
by R. Teigen
"A group gathers in seclusion
under the guidance of a leader
who refuses to give leadership in
the expected sense. There are no
rules of procedure, no agenda.
In this planned vacuum, minus
labels, titles and props, each
member demonstrates his 'life
style' simply by talking. The
authoritarian sounds bossy, the
abdicator yields in arguments,
the critic criticizes, and it is all
supposedly plain, often painfully
plain to the subject himself,
when the other's observations of
him begin to "feed back". If
things go well, a kind of agape
results. If not, the practice can
be dangerous; nervous break-
downs have occasionally resulted
from the intense personal expos-
ure. These sensitivity sessions
have developed a vocabulary that
is fairly typical of todays popular
psychology, some of its leading
terms begin, 'meaningful relat-
ionships', 'openness', 'inferface
situations', 'shared feelings', 'in-
volvement' (Time, Vol. 88, No.
15, page 31).
I want to relate this quote
from "Time Essay" to the recent
seminar on "Interpersonal Relat-
ionships" at Waterloo Lutheran
Seminary particularly with two
points in mind. The first concerns
vocabulary, that is sets of ter-
minology which have fairly re-
cently become associated with
"dynamic tension" experiments
summarized in the above excerpt
from the essay in Time. Inter-
personal Relationships already
has a hackneyed sound. So does
"acceptance", "conflict", "in-
volvement" and other terms em-
erging out of so-called "pop-
psych" experimentations. Theol-
ogical concept embodies in "sin",
"salvation", "righteousness".
etc. suffer a like depreciation in
meaning, if not more so, and fall
strange on many modern ears.
The danger, it seems to me, is
that any set of words or phrases
once adopted easily become verb-
al talismans the very pronunciat-
ion of which is supposed to
convey a world of meaning. Too
often the terms turn into
cliches. I hope this will not hap-
pen to such vocabulary as was
typically represented at the W.
L.S. seminar.
A second point involves histor-
ical perspectives. The seminar
did not stress the history of the-
ological ideas, some of which it
utilized under current titles.
"Labels, titles and props" were
avoided as much as possible. It
was a week in which partici-
pants to some extent, at least,
demonstrated their "life styles",
engaged in "talk" (dialogue is a
cliche) and took part in psycho-
dynamic exercises. This was
about all we had time for! Lec-
tures on the History of Christian-
ity or on developments in the
field of psychology since Freud
were not presented. These must
be left to the classroom. Never-
theless, in my opinion, we should
not become so involved in a
modern laboratory experiment
on "Interpersonal Relationships"
that we completely forget the
rich history of many ideas (and
terms) we are now attempting to
apply in new forms.
The seminar week left other
impressions with me, not least
in how the learning process in-
volves the sum total of person,
not only his intellectual capacit-
ies. Does intuition play a role in
learning? What of fantasy? This
latter intrigues me. Should fant-
asy be dismissed as idle "day-
dreamingv or can it be harnes-
sed by discipline to serve benef-
icially in learning? The seminar
sponsored both free and guided
fantasy experiments and it raised
in my mind questions on how
this aspect of person might serve
as an incentive instrument for
increase of learning ability —•in other words fantasy may be a
relatively little tapped force in
human development.
There are many other facets
of this week which should be
evaluated. I want to close with a
comment or two about the results
of such a week on the months
that follow it. A mechanical ap-
plication of the theory and ex-
ercises to classroom procedures
or life (and others of the group
agreed here) is to miss the point.
The week was a living experi-
ment in and of itself. That could-
n't be re-created in the same
way next week anymore than
you or I could live this week
"exactly" like we did last week.
We were meant to grow a little
in that week — and hopefully in
that growth as persons to grow
in our relations to others. The
metaphore is not so much the
house in building as the plant io
growing.
Have you heard? (IV)
— Family dinners will be cancel-led for the year if more stud-
ents do not show up at father
Villaume's new observatory in
the centre of campus for home
movies?
— The copper flashing on the
newest structures is being paint-
ed over in a new all-out attempt
to subdue the appearance of
culture and refinement on camp-
us?— Gigantic electronic eyes havebeen installed all over campus
to spy endlessly on students to
keep them meek and without
spirit?— All new students on campusthis year were sterilized auto-
matically as they passed before
the camera for identification
pictures?— Prostitution is being practicedon campus in Grad Residence
A? Basis of this rumour - a sign
reading: Men!! To contact a
girl, please see Mrs. Curtis in
A25.— Dr. Villaume had a house builton campus in order to write more
letters to the parents of way-
ward students?
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Good grief, we're everywhere!
By BRUCE STEWART
On Saturday 29, W.L.U. foot-
ball fans treked down to Ham-
ilton. Many came by car, others
by bus and few even tried hitch-
hiking. They had come to sup-
port their team, and help win
another Homecoming. They did
a great job. Throughout the
game, they shouted, screamed,
sang and generally raised hell.
While talking to David Knight
I received several of his opin-
ions, regarding our fans. Coach
Knight stated, "The enthusiasm
of this year's student body has
been very important to our team,
in the sucess we have had this
year. I feel that support by our
school plays a proper part in our
overall Athletic Program."
When asked about the fans turn-
out at Loyola and McMaster, he
replied. "Never before have I
heard our fans make a greater
noise. Maybe the reason for this
is that this year's fans have loud-
er voices. At the game in Hamil-
ton, Lutheran's fans made more
nois than Me's allumni and stu-
dnt body put together. The team
and staff are proud of the stu-
dent body, and the student body
should be proud of our team.
These things go hand in hand."
We talked of the calibre of
our football team in relation to
that of the other top teams in
Canada. Mr. Knight had same-
thing to say about this too.
"These few top teams are so
close, that I feel the only way
to decide who is the best is by
means of a playoff." When asked
about our chances against any
of the teams outside of our
league, Toughie retorted, "They
can only put 12 men on the field
at one time."
At our Homecoming last Sat-
urday, Nov. 5, we met the Cadets
of R.M.C. Before the game
Knight had prophesied, "If we
don't look sharp against the Ca-
dets, it will be our last game."
Well, they were sharp enough
to defeat R.M.C. 41-0. The re-
sults Of this win:—One, an un-
defeated season. Two, the Gold-
en Hawks clinched the OIFC
championship. Third and most
important, WLU received an in-
vitation to the Canadian College
Bowl.
Now is the moment of Truth
regarding fan support here at
WLU. Are we the student body
behind our team? Do we con-
sider our ball club winners or do
we all suffer from a "Varsity
Blues Complex?"
The Golden Hawks have been
invited to the Canadian College
Bowl. There the winner will re-
ceive the Vanier Cup, symbolic
of the number one college foot-
ball team in Canada. The best
in the nation. (Yes Messieurs
Murphy and Tindall even better
than your fine squads.)
This is your team, undefeated
in eight games this season. Who
in league play scored 212 points
while holding the opposition to
a paltry 31? It is the duly and
obligation of every student,
allumnus and relation to be in
Toronto on Nov. 19 for this Na-
tional Championship Game.
Your school's honour is at stake.
On this day, Saturday, Nov. 19,
Waterloo Lutheran University
will make it's presence known.
Henceforth when people gather
to talk of Great Football Teams,
the Golden Hawks of Waterloo
Lutheran University will lead
the list.
Big John Watson prepares to be cut down as he rounds the corner.
Plioto by Jackson
By George, he's got it!
Victory was poor
"In my seven years of coach-
ing that was the worst game one
of my teams has ever piayed."
Coach Lockkhart expressed Uiese
Comments after his Basketball
Hawks defeated Ohe Kitchener-
Waterloo Coronets 47-38 at the
Kitchener Memorial Auditorium.
Continuing on he added, "The
fellows know they have a lot
of work to do and appear will-
ing to do it."
At the half the Hawks lead
24-16 as the starting five built
up a cushion that stood despite
the free-substitution they used
thereafter. High-scorers for the
winners were Norm Outtiford,
Dave Baird, Bob Sleeman, and
Bob Bain, all with 6 points. For
the Coronets, Don McCrae 3,
and Court Heinbunch 7, were
best.
The Hawks play their first
league game on Saturday, Nov.
19 at York University.
RMC wherewere you?
by Bruce Stewart
At Homecoming last weekend,
the Golden Hawks capped off a
fantastic season by annihilating
RMC, 41-0. Up 34 points at half-
time, WUC sent certain players
in to see what they could do. I
hope a few good experiences
were had by all. WUC hit the
score-board in the first quarter
when Paul Markle caught a pass
while playing at his left end
spot. Overall, Paul caught three
passes for 60 yards. Murray
Markowitz and John Watson dis-
played some great running abil-
ity. Behind some fine blocking,
they counted their first touch-
down of the day. In the second
quarter, Ken Bussey caught one
for six and Watson tallied his
second major. There were no
scoring plays in the third quar-
ter. But in the fourth, Markowitz
dashed for his second of the af-
ternoon. Greg McQueen was good
for five of his six attempts.
Once again, the defensive play-
ed one of their better games.
They limited the Cadet attack
to only 48 yards on the ground
and 78 through the air. RMC
only passed centre field once and
that lone forage was early in
the first quarter. But after that
they died. Adrian Kraayweld
and Al Ferguson picked off two
of Jim Simpson's passes, pro-
viding him with a frustrating
afternoon. Dave McKay threw
fifteen times completing nine of
them for 141 yards and two
touchdowns. Paul Gray came off
the bench in the second half and
was 2 for 6, picking up 29 yards.
It wasn't what you would call
a perfect day for a ball game;
in fact, it was downright hor-
rible. It was cold, snowy and a
little muddy for some people.
Tom Allen punted eight times
for a 38.1 yard average. Both
Murray Markowitz and John
Watson ran with authority. John
carried eighteen times for 123
yards and Murray rushed for
seventy-eight yards in thirteen
carries. Ken Bussey and John
Kruspe filled out the Hawks of-
fensive backfield.
Lutheran compiled 511 yards
to the Cadet's 126. The Hawks
also piled up 28 first downs while
only allowing seven to. RMC.
Despite adverse conditions, the
Golden Hawks triumphed and
Knight bad his first undefeated
season.
Good response for Fizzy
by John Watson
Three weeks ago an article
concerning the introduction of
a course in Physical Education
appeared in the Cord. A great
deal of interest was exhibited
by the student body and as a
result a petition was circulated
throughout the university. The
response to the petition which I
feel is indicative of the interest
in it, was excellent. Over five
hundred students showed their
approval of a Physical Education
Programme at WLU commenc-
ing in the fall of this year.
I believe it would be an asset
to both the school and the stud-
ent body since many students
have shown a genuine interest in
the programme and may very
well decide to do post-graduate
work in this field.
It was rather disappointing
last Friday night when I spoke
to a student in East Hall. He
believed that because University
of Waterloo was offering a
P.H.E. programme there was no
necessity that WLU do the same.
It is hard for me to imagine
that this student takes any pride
in his university at all.
A great deal of planning and
organization must be done if a
successful programme is to be
established here next year. All
this takes time and therefore
the sooner a decision is reached
concerning Physical Education
at WLU the better. The students
have done their part and the
administration must do theirs
now.
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SWINGING CORONET!
the happy medium by DODGE
CORONET R/T — CORONET 500 — CORONET 440 —
CORONET DELUXE
WENDELL MOTORS LTD.
861 King St. E. Kitchener, Ont. 742-3514
Deal With Confidence With Dependable Wendell
IN WATERLOO
Meissner Travel
Agency
for all your travel needs
134 King St. S. 745-6281
Daily (except Sat) 9-5:30 pm
" IN KITCHENER
157 King St. W. 576-2300
Mon. - Sat. 9- 6 pm
DRESSLER'S
MUSIC
CENTRE
Instruments
Accessories
Sheet Music
Organs & Pianos
162 King E. Kitchener
742-4842
Army's Supertest
Service
Licensed Mechanic
136 King St. N., Waterloo
SH 2-4251 Jerry Armitage
2722 King St. East — Kitchener
YOUR FAMILY SHOPPING CENTRE
Food Products - Clothing & Footwear - HardwareStationery & School Supplies - Records & Camera Supplies
A Large Snack Bar
Open Every Evening Until 10 p.m.
CAPITOL THEATRE
KITCHENER — PHONE 742-1025
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 16th
FOR ONE DAY ONLY
MAURICE EVANS
JUDITH ANDERSON
IN THE GEORGE SCHAEFER
PRODUCTION OF
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S
"MACBETH"
IN COLOR ALSO STARRING
lan Barmen ~ Michael Hordern
FEATURE TIMES 1:40 - 3:45 - 5:45 - 7:45 - 9:45STUDENT PRICES FOR THIS ENGAGEMENT
MATINEES 65c EVENINGS 75c
TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT BOX OFFICE.
Seduction poem arouses -attention that is
RALEIGH, N.C. (CUPI) — A300-year-old poem, a stand-by on
many freshman English courses,
has stirred up a storm at the
University of North Carolina.
When English instructor Mich-
ael Paull assigned his class an
essay on Andrew Marvell's sed-
uction poem, To His Coy Mistress,
he had little idea of the controv-
ersy which he was to become
involved.
The resulting themes, read
aloud in class, were considered
vulgar and embarrassing by
many students. Once concerned
parents informed the local telev-
ision station of the incident, it
led to Mr. Paull's transfer from
teaching to research duty.
However, all of Paull's 22
English students rallied to his
support, signing petitions re-
questing his return. More than
300 students and faculty memb-
ers organized a committee for
free inquiry asking that Paull be
reinstated.
And Marvell's poem? To His
Coy Mistress has become the
most widely-read poem in North
Carolina.
Photo by Samm
No, this is not Pete Rempel's
purple leather exoskeleton!
Actually, it's, the latest in a
series of bastard school jackets
modelled by a professional
hood. Ain't it great? It re-
minds us of a uniform for a
church motorcycle gang. An
agnostic conversion kit will
soon be available in the book-
store.
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I n.I.S Wide-Wale Corduroy Sport Coats |
Available exclusively in K-W area at i . .
i $trtetfe Shops I
Ml 213 King Street, W. Kitchener, On.
*> in—i iwiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiMtwiiiiiiiTri"**-~" rx'VTMf"iiMßßMwrrrlr
"STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS"
o<pen daily till 6.00 p.m. - Thurs. & Fri. till 9 p.m.
For A New or Used Volkswagen
call Ccc Beatie
at Gord Crosby Volkswagon
2500 King St. E. SH 5-6881
Inquire About Our Student Plans.
STEAK HOUSE LTD. ■
THE ARABIAN ATMOSPHERE yggfi,
OPEN <Jsj§P
i v \ Char-Broi/ed ALuncheon \ . ,w,,cu L__l!gi!^S*ijp»\
Special \ steaks E^sftww
The Steak House / A °s°'ufe |J
That Caters To Finest I X. Jf
For Reservations Phone 745-3601
124 - 130 KING STREET S., WATERLOO
Free Parking At The Square
College Sports (KITCHENER) Ltd.
FORMERLY MEL WEBER'S
38 QUEEN ST. SOUTH KITCHENER PHONE SH 3-2638
"BEHIND THE HOFBRAU"
THE TOQUES ARE HERE!!!!
KITCHENER-WATERLOO'S Most Complete and Crazy Line of Toques.
Every Colour, size, shape and design.....
starting from $3*95
Be sure to get yours for Vanier Cup Weekend
NOT ONLY THAT
WE HAVE A NEW SHIPMENT OF SOCK IRONS!!
DROP IN AND SEE 'EM!!
r|gg§|iffi ■■■■ ?^KEifflBH
And you think you got
problems
Women's
Undergrad. Assoc.
CAR WASH
NOVEMBER 12
White Rose Station
Lodge St. &
King St.
$1.00
